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GEODETIC SATELLITE TRACKING DATA
 
J. G. Marsh 
B. C. Douglas 
S. M. Klosko' 
ABSTRACT 
A unified set of coordinates for over 200 optical, laser, and electronic tracking 
sites are given on a geocentric reference system (ae = 6378155, 1/f = 298.255). 
The transformations from local survey coordinates to the geocentric system 
were determined from the local survey and center of mass coordinates of about 50 
tracking sites dynamically estimated from optical, laser, and Goddaxd. Range 
and Range Rate (GRARR) observations of the Geodetic Earth Orbiting Satellites 
(GEOS) I and H. About 50,000 optical observations taken by National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) STADAN and SPEOPT cameras, Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) Baker-Nunn Cameras and International cameras 
were used. In addition, about 200,000 GRARR and laser observations were em­
ployed to determine the positions of four GRARR stations and three NASA lasers. 
The total position error of the dynamically estimated control sites is less than 
10in (10-). Transformed coordinates are of comparable accuracy in most cases 
because of the proximity of transformed sites to dynamically estimated control 
sites. Local Survey data for all stations are included for reference. 
iii 
Differences between the station locations presented here and those appearing in 
the "NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations" - November 1970, are at­
tributed to the fact that the datum shifts used in the latter publication are gen­
erally based upon earlier material whose results differ from those presented 
here by 50 meters in some places. Such differences are consistent with the 
uncertainty estimates indicated in that report. 
This new catalogue of station coordinates is a major result from the NASA 
National Geodetic Satellite Program (NGSP). The NGSP goal of a global set of 
trackilng site locations with an accuracy of 10 meters referred to a common 




This report, which gives the locations of over 200 tracking 
stations, represents a part of the contribution of Goddard Space 
Flight Center to the National Geodetic Satellite Program. It is 
our intent to use these locations as a starting point for accurate 
orbit and trajectory determination at Goddard, as well as for 
our work connected with geodesy and earth physics. In particu­
lar, we will use these station coordinates in connection with the 
International Satellite Geodesy Experiment (ISAGEX). It is 
hoped this document will be used as a basis for similar research 
conducted by others. 
F. 0. Vonbun, Chief 
Trajectory Analysis and Geodynamics Division 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Geodetic Satellites Program Manager 
Office of Space Science and Applications 
NASA Headquarters 
V 
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A UNIFIED SET .OF TRACKING STATION COORDINATES
 
DERIVED FROM GEODETIC SATELLITE TRACKING DATA
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
More than two hundred optical, laser and electronic tracking stations have 
contributed data to support satellite operations and research activities. Accurate 
center-of-mass coordinates for these sites are required. Although geodetic­
quality tracking data is not available for the majority (80%) of these stations, in 
nearly every case there are good survey ties to stations for which sufficient 
geodetic-quality data exists for an accurate center-of-mass position to be deter­
mined. Thus we undertook to estimate an accurate set of center-of-mass coor­
dinates for stations on every geodetic datum possible in order to transform other 
station coordinates from their local datum values to a common center-of-mass 
system (ae = 6378155m, i/f = 298.255). 
We determined the center-of-mass coordinates of the control sites using optical 
(NASA STADAN/SPEOPT, SAO Baker-Nunn, and International participants), laser, 
and Goddard Range and Range-Rate (GRARR) data taken on the Geodetic Earth 
Orbiting Satellites (GEOS) I and I. The GEOS-I and II satellite orbital specifica­
tions are presented in Table I. The orbits are complementary in that combined 
GEOS-I and I solutions provide excellent geometry for station recovery. 
Our approach to the station estimation problem was dynamical using Cowell's 
method to solve the equations of motion. Multiple 2 day orbital arc solutions 
were made. The results show clearly that properly designed dynamical solutions 




Orbital Characteristic of GEOS I and II 
GEOS I GEOS I1 
Epoch January 2, 1966 April 28, 1968 
Apogee Height 2273 Kilometers 1569 Kilometers 
Perigee Height 1116 Kilometers 1077 Kilometers 
Eccentricity 0.07 0.03 
Inclination 59.4 Degrees 105.8 Degrees 
Anomalistic Period 120.3 Minutes 112.1 Minutes 
GEOS I and H. There is so much data for GEOS I and II that relatively short 
(2 day) orbital arcs contain enough data for a good dynamical determination of 
the orbit. Such arcs are in addition so short that model error does not propagate 
to a large value. By combining scores of these 2 day arcs in simultaneous solu­
tions for station coordinates we obtained highly accurate results. 
2.0 SELECTION OF DATA 
Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of the SAO Baker-Nunn, NASA STADAN 
and SPEOPT, and International participants observing sites. Coverage of the 
North American and European Datums is outstanding. Valuable data has also 
been taken in Australia, Africa and South America. 
We selected station observation geometry to minimize model error effects. 
This requires passes on all sides of a station and in opposing directions. The 
rapid nodal regression rate of GEOS I gives the needed variation in direction of 
2
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passes over the stations in a short time (10od). In contrast, the near polar 
orbit of GEOS-IH results in nearly constant pass geometry over a long time. 
Figure 2 shows the geometry of the passes for the Edinburg, Texas site which 
observed both GEOS-I and GEOS-Il. The length of the lines indicates the cover­
age. Tracking of the extent shown in Figure 2 was not available in all cases, 
but was sufficient in nearly every case to obtain an accurate position from 
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Figure 2. Substellite Plot of GEOS I and GEOS-Il Passes, Edinburg, Texas 
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observed GEOS-i alone were also obtained because virtually all such stations 
had scores of observations simultaneous with stations for which more ideal 
tracking coverage existed. 
Figure 3 shows the locations of the laser and the GRARR tracking sites. Only 
GEOS-I data was used. Of course for the GEARR sites tracking in both direc­
tions on all sides of the station was possible because the radar can track day or 
night. Figure 4 shows the coverage obtained for the losman, North Carolina 
GRABE site. Similar coverage was obtained at the other GRARR stations and 
at the Carnarvon, Australia laser site where both day and night laser tracking 
were accomplished. 
The GRARR and laser data were very important. Sufficient optical data were 
not available at Alaska and Carnarvon to determine definitive positions. The 
results for these stations, previously given by Marsh, Douglas and Klosko (1970) 
are very important at these isolated locations. 
Table 2 presents the number of observations used for each optical site. We 
examined 140 two day ar6s containing approximately 80,000 optical observations. 
Some 50,000 optical observations in about 100 two day arcs were used in the 
final determination. Table 3 gives the GRARR and laser data used. Much more 
data than shown in Table 3 is available. We used only about 1/10 of the available 
GRAEI/laser data in each are so that the optical data would have weight in 
combined solutions. 
Because of computer time limitations the station coordinates were not estimated 
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Figure 3. GRARR and Laser Sites 
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Figure 4. Subsatellite Plots For the Rosman, N.C. GRARR Site 
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Table 2 
Number of Optical Observations Per Station Used In GSFC Dynamical Solutions 
Location 
Blossom Point, Md. 









Johannesburg, So. Afr. 

Olifantsfontein, So. Afr. 

St. Johns, Newfoundland 














Organ Pass, N.M. 
Arequipa, Peru 























































































Table 2 (Continued) 
Station 
Location Code Name Number Observations 
1024 
Mount Hopkins, Ar. HOPKIN (9021) 497 
Winkfield, England 1WNKFL (1035) 611 
Delft, Netherlands 1DELFT (8009, 144 
Villa Dolores, Argentina IVILDO (9011) 
9065) 










Haute Provence, France HAUTEP (8015) 779
 
Nice, France NICEFR (8019) 999
 
Meudon, France MUDONI (8030) 203
 
San Fernando, Spain 1SPAIN (9004) 1750
 
Dionysos, Greece GREECE (9091) 1027
 




Uzhgorod, U.S.S.R. UZGHOR (9432, 395 
9077) 
Naini Tal, India INATOL (9006) 161 
Shiraz, Iran 1SHRAZ (9008) 41* 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia DEZEIT (9028) 337 
Qslo, Norway OSLONR (9426) 28* 
Maui; Hawaii iMAUIO (9012) 930 
Natal, Brazil NATALB (9029) 328 
Comodoro Rivadavia, 
._. Argentina . COVERIV (9031) . . 360 . . 
*Only one right ascension and one declination observation was precisely reduced per pass at 





GRARR and Laser Arcs Used In Solutions
 
196a ARCS 
ULASKR MADGAR ROMAN WALLAS GODLAS 
Date No. of Ohs. No of Ohs. No. of Ohs No of No.of 
Range No. of =V No. of R E No. of Obs. No of Ohs. No. of Range Rat Pansca Range Passes Range Rae Passes Rane Passes Range Passes 
4/2-2/68 215 149 3 180 180 a 495 2 
4/26-27/68 136 84 3 S13 318 4 119 1 
5/7-8/68 172 172 2 102 102 1 480 2 
5/21-22/68 132 132 2 167 16G 4 492 z 
6/9-10/68 262 262 2 277 277 4 
6/11-12/68 182 182 3 456 456 5 588 3 
6/14-15/68 252 252 4 196 197 3 
6/16-17/68 136 136 2 193 194 3 
6/21-22/68 271 271 6 263 279 4 422 3 
6/23-24/68 285 285 5 229 229 4 
9/24-25168 111 112 2 69 1 
9/27-28/68 193 193 3 57 2 38 1 
10/4-5/68 200 200 3 105 107 2 73 1 
10/6-7/68 271 271 4 186 189 4 
I0/8-9/68 67 67 1 177 182 4 318 2 
10/21-22/68 132 132 2 312 2 
10/23-24/68 202 202 3 437 
TOTALS 0108 2990 48 579 653 14 2276 28993 94 2595 12 1247 9 
1969 ARCS 
ULASECR. CARVON CMLAS GODLAS-
No. of Ohs. No. of Ohs. No. of No. ofDate No.of No.of Ohs No of Ohs No. of 
Rage RaTe Passes Range "age Pases PasseS Passeslage Rate I age Range 
3/2-3/69 127 127 6 358 158 4 99 2 64 1
 
3/5-6/69 124 124 3 92 125 2 227 3 366 4
 
3/11-12/69 99 99 2 232 232 4 10 3 105 2
 
3/13-14/69 150 150 3 314 379 6 189 a 32 1
 
3/17-18/09 190 186 0 232 237 5 214 4 234 3
 
3/29-30/69 92 92 5 170 170 5
 
3/31-4/1/69 164 163 4 192 206 1 101 2
 
4/8-9/69 75 75 2 167 176 4 146 2 94 3
 
4/10-11/69 172 172 5 90 143 2 321 4 73 1
 
4/14-15/09 123 122 3 99 125 2 271 4
 
4/24-25/69 199 199 5 150 179 .3 251 2 159 1
 
5/5-6/69 165 163 4 219 280 4 216 4
 
TOTALS 1684 1683 47 2115 2414 41 2235 23 1127 16
 
'Station coordinates held fixed.
 
SUMMARY 
GFtARR No. (f 6 s-- GRARR No of Ohs 
range 9862 Laser 
range rate 10133 range 7205 
number of passes 186 number of passes 71 
NAIE LOCATION INSTRUNIENI 
ULASKR FaIrbanks. Alaska GRARR 
NADGAR Taanarve. ladaascar GRARR 
ROSRAN fosman, N C 02ARR 
CARVON Carrarvon, Australia. GRAIR 
YVALLAS Wallops Island. Virgnia Laser 
CODLAS Greenbelt, Nar3Iaod Laser 
C4MLAS carrarvon, Austraha Laser 
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2-20 station locations at one time. The remaining station coordinates were held 
fixed, in the beginning at values obtained by other investigators, and later at 
values determined by ourselves. This process is rapidly convergent to a set of 
coordinates equivalent to those that would be obtained from one large simul­
taneous solution. Experiments have shown that gravity model error and uncer­
tainty of fixed station coordinates propagate only a fraction of their effects into 
the estimated station coordinates in a large multiple arc soluition. A detailed 
discussion of this effect has been presented by Marsh, Douglas, and Martin (1970). 
Since two day orbital arcs were used for our solutions, a geodetic parameter 
estimation program using Cowell's method (Martin and O'Neill, 1968) could be 
used with high efficiency and accuracy. A typical 60 arc solution for 20 sets of 
station coordinates required 2-3 hours of IBM 360/95 computer time, depending 
on the number of iterations required to obtain convergence. Model parameters 
included the complete SAO 1969 AGU gravity model, luni-solar perturbations, 
radiation pressure, and BIH polar motion and UTI data. Although the later SAO 
1969 Standard Earth produces slightly better fits to the data, its use has a 
negligible effect on station coordinate estimation. 
3.0 DETAILS OF SOLUTIONS 
Our approach to this work differed from that of other investigators. We used 
arcs long enough (2 days) to provide good dynamic strength and large amounts 
of data (average of 480 optical observations), but at the same time short enough 
that model error did ndt propagate to a large value. Thus, our approach has 
many of the virtues of both geometric/short arc and dynamic solutions without 
the customary penalties of either. 
ill 
Model errors are important to any data analysis problem. We made a major 
effort to develop a strategy that would reduce model error effects to a minimum. 
Figure 5 (adapted from Marsh and Douglas, 1971) gives a convincing argument 
that model error effects which were large compared to the final accuracy ob­
tained were overcome. The figure shows the apparent timing errors seen in 
Rosman, N.C. GEOS-il GRARR ranges when compared to ranges computed from 
a six day optical reference orbit. Of course the apparent timing errors are due 
to unmodeled along track variation in the orbit and/or station position error. 
The latter could contribute at most a millisecond or two (the satellite speed is 
about 7m/mseo) but the frequency-would be high. The low frequency (long period) 
variation seen, especially prominent for the SAO 1969 AGU model (Gapdschkin 
and Lambeck, 1969) due to inaccuracy of 13th order (resonant) geopotential coef­
ficients. The SAO 1969 Standard Earth (S.E,) (Gaposchkin and Lambeck, 1970) 
is superior, but an unmodeled variation of 30-40 meters is observed even for 
this model. For the 2 day arcs we used, satellite position error was somewhat 
15
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Figure 5. 	 Apparent Timing Errors in Rosman Range Data Due to Unmodeled Orbit Variations 




smaller, of course, but still much larger than the accuracy of the station 
coordinates obtained. The use of multiple passes in both directions over the 
stations essentially cancels the model errors. 
4.0 RESULTS 
The final coordinates obtained for each dynamicaly estimated station are given 
in Table 4. The goal of this section is to establish reasonable estimates of the 
accuracy of these coordinates by comparison with other, independent solutions. 
An interesting first test of our new (GSFC) station coordinates, at least on 
datums with large numbers of stations, is to plot the AX, AY, AZ shift from the 
center-of-mass to survey coordinates. Figure 6 presents these transformations 
for the North American Datum (NAD). At each station three values are shown. 
The top is AX, the middle is AY, and the bottom value is AZ. Note that values 
are very consistent for continental stations excluding Alaska. Among the island 
stations, Jamaica and Puerto Rico appear also relatively consistent, but Bermuda 
is obviously inconsistent. Similar large discrepancies have also been reported 
by Berbert and Loveless (1970) in their compilation of short arc and geometric 
results for the NAD. It is likely that the survey coordinates for the Bermuda 
camera site given in the NASA Directory of Tracking Station Coordinates (1970) 
are in error. 
The mean values and associated precision for the translations AX, AY and AZ 
are given in Table 5. The precision of these values that Ignore tilt and scale 
factors strongly suggest that such factors are insignificant for the NAD. A formal 




Dynamically Estimated Station Coordinates 
(a, = 6378155, 1/f = 298.255) 
Station Geodetic Latitude East Longitude Spheroid 
Height 
Name Number Deg Mn Seconds Deg Mn Seconds Meters 
1BPOIN 1021 38 25 49.787 282 54 48.613 -53.69 
1FTMYR 1022 26 32 53.140 278 8 4.160 -42.00 
1OVER 1024 -31 23 25.879 136 52 15.140 130.40 
1SATAG 1028 -33 8 58.875 289 19 '53.657 710.33 
1MOJAV 1030 35 19 47.894 243 5 58.916 876.25 
1JOBUR 1031 -25 53 1.440 27 42 26.208 1540.97 
1GFORK 1034 48 1 21.531 262 59 19.507 203.16 
AUSBAK 9023 -31 23 26.625 136 52 43.130 138.40 
HOPKIN 9021 31 41 2.954 249 7 18.361 2339.05 
1NEWFL 1032 47 44 29.266 307 16 46.140 48.00 
1VILDO 9011 -31 56 35.067 294 53 36.744 638.30 
IJUPTR 9010 27 1 13,910 279 53 13.456 -23.00 
1CURAC 9009 12 5 25.044 291 9 44.659 -22.01 
1QUIPA 9007 -16 27 57.205 288 30 24.528 2488.23 
1WNKFL 1035 51 26 46.396 359 18 7.934 90.41 
1OLFAN 9002 -25 57 36,660 28 14 52,350 1570.00 
lORGAN 9001 32 25 24.890 253 26 48.680 1615.00 
1JAMAC 7076 18 4 34.456 283 11 27.130 404.75 
1SUDBR 7075 46 27 21.534 279 .3 10.413 221.00 
1J.UM40 7072 27 1 14.159 279 53 12.726 -37.42 
1DENVR 7045 39 38 48.144 255 23 38.467 1745.43 
1PURIO 7040 18 15 28.579 294 0 23,525 -18.36 
14.
 
Table 4 (Continued) 
SpheroidStation Geodetic Latitude East Longitude Height 
Name Number Deg Mn Seconds Deg Mn Seconds Meters 
IBERMD 7039 32 21 49.930 295 20 35.410 -27.00 
ICOLBA 7037 38 53 36.243 267 47 40.870 212.51 
IEDINB 7036 26 22 46.521 261 40 7.250 7.78 
IUNDAK 7034 48 1 21.531 262 59 19.507 203.16 
ITANAN 1043 -19 0 32.585 47 17 59.288 1359.77 
lROSMA 1042 35 12 7.295 277 7 40.860 850.06 
1ROSMN 1037 35 12 7.280 277 7 41.160 849.93 
NICEFR 8019 43 43 33.050 7 17 58.683 405.22 
lORORL 1038 -35 37 32.682 148 57 14.850 949.57 
GREECE 9091 38 4 44,394 23 55 58.428 490.32 
CRMLAS 7054 -24 54 16.394 113 42 57.887 -5.37 
DELFTH 8009 52 0 6.760 4 22 15.290 45.54 
ZIMWNLD 8010 46 52 37.178 7 27 53.346 933.22 
MALVRN 8011 52 8 36.415 358 1 53.308 137.02 
HAUTEP 8015 43 55 57.554 5 42 44.738 694.32 
MUDONI 8030 48 48 22.640 2 13 45.942 190.01 
ISPAIN 9004 36 27 46.991 353 47 36.308 55.44 
INATOL 9006 29 21 33.307 79 27 27.074 1855.65 
1SHRAZ 9008 29 38 13.798 52 31 11.250 1563.89 
DEZEIT 9028 8 44 50.708 38 57 32.984 1901.39 
OSLONR 9426 60 12 39.496 10 45 2.693 595.04 
RIGALA 9431 56 56 55.321 24 3 32.167 -14.66 
UZHGOR 9432 48 38 1.461 22 17 54.877 204.69 
1MAUIO 9012 20 42 25.672 203 44 34.124 3031.82 
NATALB 9029 -5 55 41.393 324 50 7.211 44.22 
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Mean Transformations and Their Precision (Meters)
 
AX = -25.1 o(AX) = 2.8 
AY = 162.9 a(AY) = 5.3 
AZ = 173.5 o(AZ) = 4.2 
of gravimetrically determined geoid heights by Strange, Vincent, and Marsh (1971) 
confirms this conclusion. 
A good quantitative test of station coordinates is to compare surveyed and 
satellite determined baselines. Table 6 shows the baseline differences on the 
NAD for the station coordinates given in this paper, and those obtained geo­
metrically by Gaposchkin and Lambeck (1970) at the Smithsonian Astrophysical 
Observatory (SAO). Our new dynamical solution gives much better agreement 
with the survey than the SAO geometrical result. Of the 56 chords in Table 6 
common to both solutions in only three cases do our dynamic results differ by 
more than 10m from the survey results. In 38 cases agreement is 5m or better ! 
The SAO geometrically obtained results show a larger random variation unre­
lated to chord length. It is interesting that the NAD positions reported by 
Gaposchkin and Lambeck (op cit) in the earlier SAO AGU 1969 presentation gave 
slightly better agreement for intersite distances than those reported in the SAO 
1969 Standard Earth. 
An interesting way to analyze interstation chords is to plot the difference between 
the surveyed and satellite derived values against the interstation distance, as 




Differences in the Inter-site Distanbes for Surveyed Positions on the NAD 
[Survey-Satellite] (meters) 
> *first order survey 





GSFC transformed to the NAD 
2 
second order survey 
IGORK .9- .0high precision traverse survey 
IROSIMA 3.1 -2.0 -5.0 * Q 
IEDINB 0.5 - 2.7 -10.9 -1.8 0  
ICOLBA 3.5 -2.3 - 4.8 - 0.6 -L4.4 
-4 -
IDE uiE 2.9 -38 .9 - 0.9 -1.4 -9.3 -0.5 * UQ 
1JUM40 - 3.9 -8.2 12.6 - 5.5 - 4.6 - 7.4 - 9.7 ' 0 
IJAMAC 3.0-3.3 - 4.8 2.4 -2.3 -0.4 -4.a 6.5 -P 
1IPUBIo 2.4 3.2 0.2 5.6 5.1 4.7 2. 9.4 9.91 
GODLAS -7.2 -1.8 2.6 -2.1 -4.9 3.1 2.S -12.1 -5.8 -5.6 
z 
SAO 1969 Standard Earth 
IORGAN - 2.7 2 
lOFOR 11.4 -12.8 
IROSMA - 0.9 -. 6.3 2.21 
,IEDINB -11.2 - 3.1 -14.9 - 9.4 4 
ICOLBA 6.7 - 6.3 - 6.4 0.0 - 7.7 2 z 
IDENVR 3.1 -13.6 - 1.6 - 6.2 -16.3 5.1 N 
1JUPTR -12.4 - 8.9 - 6.8 - 1.3 -10.6 - 2.2 -12.6 f
 
1JMC -08 -20.3 -23.9 -16.5 -18.8 -17.7 -28.9 -15.? 
iPUIO -25.5 - 9.8 -12.1 - 7.0 -10.3 -'8.1 -16.6 - 4.6 3A 
COLS 05 - 4.5 9.5 - 2.4 -12.3 4.3 1.3 -11.7 -19.0 -22.9 
chord differences between stations essentially east and west of one another and 
the open circles are the others. The GSFC chords give the best agreement with 









































This phenomenon is due in part to the fact that effects of gravity model error 
propagate mostly along track, i.e., north-south for the high inclination GEOS 
satellites. But the SAO chords giving the pobrest agreement with the surveys 
are also in the north-south direction and these were determined by a geometric 
technique. These results tend to confirm the conclusion of the recent high­
precision traverse (Simmons, 1970) which showed that the only large (about 10m) 
error in the previous North American surveys was north-south in direction from 
Florida up the eastern half of the United States. 
Also plotted in Figure 7 is Simmon's rule (quoted in the NASA Directory) for the 
lo- error to be expected for interstation distance on the NAD. The GSFC E-W 
chord differences agree very well with Simmon's rule, confirming that it is an 
accurate estimate of the precision of surveyed interstation chord lengths in the 
t-W direction on the NAD. 
Satellite and survey solutions can also be usefully compared on the European 
datum. In addition to the coordinates presented here, solutions have also been 
made by Cazenave et al. (1971) in France, and Gaposchkin and Lambeck (1970) 
at SAO. The three solutions were obtained in very different ways although all 
depended on much the same data taken on GEOS-II. 
The SAO and French solutions were obtained geometrically with the important 
difference that the French solution included their laser data to provide the scale 
in a combined optical-laser solution. Our solution was dynamical using about 
70 2-day orbital arcs of GEOS-I and II optical data. Tables 7 and 8 compare sur­
vey values with the French, SAO, and GSFC chords from the San Fernando, Spain, 





Interstation Difference Comparison To Station 9004 (ISPAIN)
 
(Survey-Satellite) In Meters 
Station Number French GSFC SAO 
HAUTEP (8015) -17.8 -15.9 3.1 
NICEFR (8019) -15.5 -13.6 3.4 
GREECE (9091) -25.0 -11.0 27.0 
DELFTH (8009) -6.6 -9.4 22.0 
ZIMWLD (8010) -15.0 -13.9 8.9 
RIGALA (9431) -22.0 -9.3 32.3 
UZHGOR (9432) -21.0 -17.9 22.0 
MALVRN (8011) -12.6 -10.1 18.9 
Table 8 
Agreement With GSFC [GSFC-(French/SAO)] For Chords To Station 9004 
ISPAIN (Meters) 
French 
Station Number French SAO Agreement 
(ppm) 
HAUTEP (8015) 1.9 -19.0 1.5
 
NICEFR (8019) 1.9 -17.0 1.4
 
GREECE (9091) 14.0 -38.0 5.3
 
DELFTH (8009) -2.8 -31.4 1.5
 
ZIMWLD (8010) 1.1 -22.8 0.7
 
RIGALA* (9431) 12.7 -41.6 
 4.0
 
UZHGOR (9432) 3.1 -39.9 1.2
 
MALVRN (8011) 2.5 -29.0 1.4
 
*Information pertaining to survey ties to the European Datum for this station was not available. 
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and French solutions agree much better with the survey than the SAO solutions, 
and that the French and GSFC results agree extremely well in most cases 
(Table 8). The two cases where the French and GSFC solutions disagree sub­
stantially are for the chords to the Riga, Latvia and Dionysos, Greece stations. 
Both of these are at the edge of the station configuration used by the French, a 
situation that often gives poor results for geometric analyses because there is 
usually less simultaneous data for such stations and the geometric ties are all 
on one side of the station. Note in Table 6 the very poor results obtained by 
SAO for the peripheral stations Jamaica and Puerto Rico. 
Lambeck (1971) has recently analyzed the SAO solution for the European Datum 
stations and found a scale difference of -12 x 10 -6 between the survey and SAO 
satellite results. In contrast we have found a scale difference of +5.2 x 10- 6, 
and Cazenave and her colleagues (1971) find +8 x 10 - 6. Since the rather differ­
ently determined GSFC and French solutions agree so well (the difference being 
primarily due to the Riga and Greece chords) with each other and with the sur­
vey, we conclude that the scale difference of -12 x 10 - 6 derived by Lambeck 
(1971) from the coordinates in the SAO 1969 Standard Earth is due largely to 
systematic error in the SAO coordinates. Comparisons by Vincent, Strange, and 
Marsh (1971) of the SAO derived station geoid heights with gravimetric geoid 
heights offers additional confirmation of this conclusion. 
Table 9 presents a 7 parameter solution based on our coordinates for the trans­
formation of the European Datum to the center-of-mass system. In.this solution 
the correlations are so high between the translation and rotation parameters 




The Orientation of the European Datum 







Delta Z Scale Omega 
-142.6 5.2 ± 0.4) 1"57 









































Stations in Solution 
Delft, Netherlands (8009) 
Zimmerwald, Switzerland (8010) 
Malvern, England (8011) 
Nice, France (8019) 
San Fernando, Spain (9004) 
Dionysos, Greece (9091) 
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was surveyed in different blocks. It is shown by Marsh, Douglas and Klosko 
(1971) that the scale factor arises mostly from, systematic error between blocks. 
The comparison made thus -far have not yielded much information on station 
height accuracy or the accuracy of results on a global.scale. Fortunately, the 
results of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory from tracking of deep spacevehicles 
permit significant comparisons to be made. 
As noted by Mottinger (1969),, DSS data from interplanetary spacecraft do not 
yield a complete station position. The well-determined parameters are the 
distances of a station from the Earth's spin-axis and the relative longitudes 0f. 
stations. The Earth-Fixed Z component of station position is poorly determined. 
Complete DSS positions rely on independent determinations. 
In no case is an optical station precisely contiguous with a DSS site, but the 
stations are so close that significant survey error would ordinarily be regarded 
as unlikely. However, as is discussed by Douglas, Marsh, and Klosko (1971) a 
problem may exist with the survey for the Minitrack Optical Tracking System 
(MOTS) at Orroral, Australia. 
The procedure used to obtain DSS coordinates from the GSFC and SAO satellite 
solutions is as follows. The local-to-center of mass shift in each Cartesian 
coordinate of the nearby satellite tracking station was calculated and then applied 
to the local coordinates of the DSS. The resulting derived DSS coordinates were 
then used to calculate spin-axis distances and longitudes. A comparison of these 
derived spin-axis distances with the spin axis distances obtained by Mottinger is 





Comparison of Distances from the Earth's Spin Axis Between JPL
 
and GSFC,SAO Inferred Solutions (Meters)
 
Deep Space Station 
Name Number GSFC SAO* 
Goldstone 4712 -3.8 6.2 
Woomera 4712 0.2 -6.3 
Tidbinbilla 4742 2.0 -
Johannesburg 4751 0.7 -7.0 
GSFC/SAO - JPL [Mottinger (1969) in Meters] 
*These values differ from those quoted in Gaposchkin and Lambeck (1970). The derived values 
quoted above are based upon the local survey coordinates quoted in the NASA Directory for the 
JPL sites. 
There are differences between the GSFC and SAO solutions, but the agreement 
is very good. The especially close agreement of the GSFC and JPL results does 
suggest that the height disagreement between GSFC and SAO noted by Marsh, 
Douglas and Martin (1970) may be due to error in the SAO-determined heights. 
Regardless, the agreement between the investigators is remarkable, especially 
in the light of the differing techniques and satellites used. 
Table 11 shows the longitude differences between JPL and GSFC/SAO derived 
positions. Here we note an inconsistency between satellite and DSS solutions. 
In each case the satellite solutions are rotated with respect to the DSS longitudes, 
but the GSFC and JPL longitudes for Tidbinbilla (4742) are inconsistent by about 
0"4 from the mean difference of the other three. Since the solution for Orroral 





Longitude Differences (A X) in Seconds of Arc
 
(.03" - 1 meter) JPL - (GSFC/SAO)
 
Deep Space Station GSFC SAO 
Name Number Axi (n - Aki)* Axi (AR- AN1) 
Goldstone 4712- 0.81 -0.03 1.04' -0.29 
Woomera 4741 0.79 -0.01 0.59 0.16 
Tidbinbilla 4742 0.33 -
Johannesburg 4751 0.75 0.03 0.63 0.12 
*where Ais the mean longitude difference. 
Tidbinbilla has been excluded from the mean longitude difference calculation for GSFC. 
AX = 0.78 GSFC, 0.75 SAO 
responsible for the discrepancy. The observed discrepancy in longitude of 0!'4 
is still -rather small, being equivalent to only a little more than I0m. The mean 
rotation between JPL and GSFC longitudes for-Goldstone, Johannesburg and 
Woomera is O"78. None of the three deviates from this mean by more than 0'03, 
i.e., about 1 meter! The SAO mean rotation is almost the same (O"75) but the 
scatter is greater. Both SAO and ourselves used optical data for the derivation 
of these positions. But the SAO results were obtained simultaneously with the 
gravity field in long (up to 30 days) multiple arc solutions. In contrast, we were 
able to use short (2 day) are solutions in which model error does not build up 
excessively. The GEOS flash data are so numerous that long arcs are not neces­
sary to secure a significant amount of geodetic quality data. 
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Another test of control station coordinates was obtained by estimating station 
positions with combined optical and scale-providing (radar and laser) data. 
Table 12 shows the derived coordinated (transformations from local datum to 
center-of-mass system based upon optical points) and values dynamically de­
termined from GRARR and laser data. The notations S.E. and AGU refer to the 
use of the SAO 1969 Standard Earth and SAO AGU 1969 gravity models, respec­
tively. Note the extremely good agreement of solutions, especially considering 
that the laser data at Goddard was taken only at night and all of the nine passes 
available in 1968 had the same geometry. 
Table 12 
Estimated Station Positions, and Positions Derived
 
From Optical Control Points
 
Stations Solution Latitude Longitude HeightMeters 
Madagascar derived -190 011 14:.8 470 18' 1lt4 1381 
(1123) 
(GIIARR) GSFC dynamic (AGU) 14"5 11"4 1382 
(SE) 1495 1113 1382 
Rosman, N.C. derived 350 11' 45:.4 2270 7' 26"1 814 
(1126) 
(GRARfR) GSFC dynamic (AGU) 45t.6 25V8 818 
(SE) 45"6 25V8 818 
Goddard derived 390 01' 13"8 2830 10' 18"5 -5 
C 
(7050) 
(LASER) GSFC dynamic (AGU). 14".1 18t4 3 
(SE) 14"1 18V5 4 
SAO determi- (AGU) 1492 18V2 5 
nation (SE) 14"2 18V3 9 
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The details of the GRARR-laser solution have been published by Marsh, Douglas, 
and Klosko (1970). Because of the lack of suitable optical data at Carnarvon, 
Australia and Alaska, GRARR and laser positions were used as geodetic control 
points in these areas. 
5.0 TRANSFORMATIONS OF COORDINATES 
Table 13 gives the stations used as control points to transform stations on a 
particular datum from local to center-of-mass coordinates. Figure 1 shows the 
location of the control points on each geodetic datum area. All control points 
w6re dynamically estimated by ourselves using the methods presented in this 
paper. 
The scheme used to obtain the derived coordinates is given in detail by Lerch, 
et al. (1969). Briefly, where dynamically estimated control points are available 
on a datum, the shifts for a derived station are computed as the average of the 
shifts of the control points weighted inversely by their distance from the derived 
station. This rather simple procedure has been demonstrated to be highly ac­
curate by comparison of results so obtained with dynamically estimated 
coordinates. 
The tables of position are self-explanatory. The station names and numbers are 
consistent with those adopted by the National Geodetic Satellite Program (NGSP), 
except where noted for some of the NASA stations. For these stations the names 
are consistent with the names used with observatiofal data contained on the 
IBM 360/95 computer data base. Some of the coordinates have already been 
quoted by Siry (1970). 
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Table 13 
Datum Control Points 
Station Name Number Datum Estimated By 









1GFOR K 1034 NAD GSFC 
IROSMA 1042 NAD GSFC 
ULASIR 1128 NA] GSFC 
IEDINB 7036 NAD GSrC 
ICOLBA 7037 NAD GSFC 
IPURIO '7040 NAB GSFC 
IDENVR 7045 NAB GSFC 
1JUM40 7072 NAD GSFC 
1JAMAC 7076 NAD GSFC 
IQUIPA 9007 NAD/SAD GSFC 
ICURAC 9009 NAD/SAD GSFC 
IVILDO 9011 Argentine GSFC 
ITANAN 
- 1043 Tananarive GSFC 
ORORL 1038 AGD GSFC 
CRMLAS 7054 AGD GSFC 
IMAUIO 9012 Old Hawaiian GSFC 
AUSBAK 9023 AGD GSFC 
IJOBUR 1031 ARC GSFC 
1OLFAN 9002 ARC/EUR GSFC 
INATOL 9006 Indian/EUR GSFC 
GREECE 9091 EUR GSFC 
1SPAIN 9004 EUR GSFC 
DELFTH 8009 EUR GSFC 
Z IMWLD 8010 EUR GSFC 
MALVRN 8011 EUR GSFC 
NICEFR 8019 EUR GSFC 
MUDONI 8030 EUR GSFC 
UZflGOR 9432 BUR GSFC 
OSLONR 9426 EUR GSFC 
DEZEIT 9028 EUR GSFC 
1SHRAZ 9008 EUR GSFC 
ITOKYO 9005 Tokyo SAO* 
HOPKIN 9021 NAD GSFC 
NATALB 9029 NAD/SAD GSFC 
COMRIV 9031 Argentine GSFC 
*Insufficient data for GSFC recovery 
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The stations are grouped by agency or organization except for the C-Band 
radars (which are compiled together) and the NASA SPEOPT cameras. In most 
cases the survey data was taken from the NASA Directory and is repeated here 
only for reference. However, in many cases survey information is obtainable 
only with difficulty, so it is hoped that a contribution has been made here also. 
6.0 	 ACCURACY OF DYNAMICALLY ESTIMATED 
AND DERIVED COORDINATES 
Based upon the agreement with 1st order surveys, Deep Space Station Tracking 
results, and gravimetrically determined heights, we conclude that our coordinates 
dynamically estimated from optical data are accurate to perhaps 2 meters in 
longitude and height, and 5 meters in latitude (1 a). Such errors are less than 
the precision of the optical data used (the rms fit being typically a little less 
than 1.8 arc-seconds) and less than the satellite position error resulting from 
gravity model uncertainty. Our use of multiple, relatively short (2 day) arc 
solutions with passes of data taken on all sides of a station in both directions 
was clearly an effective way of reducing random noise and model error effects 
to a minimum. In addition, the comparisons with independent estimates show 
that it is not necessary to regard these new positions as ,,belonging" in some 
sense to the gravity model and/or satellites used in their derivation. 
The derived coordinates will be slightly less accurate than the control points 
because survey error of a few meters exists. However, in many cases the de­
rived sites are extremely close to the dynamically estimated control sites with 
the result that survey error has a negligible effect. jable 14 presents that we 
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NASA SATELLITE TRACKING AND 
MOTS CAMERAS 


















DATA ACQUISITION NETWORK 
Location 
Blossom Point, Maryland 






Johannesburg, Republic of South Africa 
St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
East Grand Forks, Minnesota 
Winkfield, England 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
Rosman, North Carolina 
Orroral, Australia 











1003 FTMYR6E, FTMYER61 
1005 QUITO6E, QUITO6P 
1006 LIMAP6E, LIMAP6P 
1008 SNTAG6E, SNTAG6P 
1012 NEWFL6E, NEWFL6P 
1013 COLEGE 
1014 GFORKS 
1015 WNKEFL6E, WNKFL6P 
1016 JOBUR6E, JOBUR6P 
1017 MOJAVE 
1018 OOMERA 
1019 ULASK6E, ULASK6P 
1023 MADGA6E, MADGA6P 
1121 ORORA6E, ORORA6P 
*Name used on IBM 360/95 date base. 
Station Location 
Blossom Point, Maryland 




St. John's, Newfoundland 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
East Grand Forks, Minnesota 
Winkfield, England 
Johannesburg, Republic-of South Africa 
Goldstone Lake, California 
Woomera, Australia 
Gilmore Creek, Alaska 
Tananarive, Madagascar 
Orroral, Australian Capital Territory 
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NASA SATELLITE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION NETWORK 






















*Name used on IBM 360/95 data base. 
Station Location 
Tananarive, Madagascar 












NASA SATELLITE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION NETWORK 
85 FOOT AND 40 FOOT ANTENNAS (25.91 and 12.20 meters respectively) 
Station Name* 	 Station Location 
Rosman, North 	Carolina (85 foot, 25.91 meters) 
ROSATSS 	 Rosman, North Carolina (85 foot, 25.91 meters) 
Fairbanks, Alaska (85 foot, 25.91 meters) 
Orroral, Australia (85 foot, 25.91 meters) 
TOWATSS 	 Cooby Creek, Australia (85 foot, 25.91 meters) 
KASATSS 	 Kashima, Japan (85 foot, 25.91 meters) 
Gilmore Creek, Alaska (40 foot, 12.20 meters) 
Johannesburg, 	Union of South Africa (40 foot, 12.20 meters) 
Quito, Ecuador (40 foot, 12.20 meters) 
Santiago, Chile 	(40 foot, 12.20 meters) 
MOJATSS 	 Goldstone, California (40 foot, 12.20 meters) 
Tananarive, Madagascar (40 foot, 12.20 meters) 
*Name used on IBM 360/95 data base. 
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NASA MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK 





CYIS Gran Canaria, Canary Island (30 foot, 9.15 meters)
 
ACN3 Ascension Island (30 foot, 9.15 meters)
 
GWM3 'Guam (30 foot, 9.15 meters)
 
CR03 Carnarvon, Australia (30 foot, 9.15 meters)
 
HSK8 Canberra, Australia (85 foot, 25.91 meters)
 
MILS Merritt Island, Florida (30 foot, 9.15 meters)
 
GBM3. Grand Bahama Island, BritishWest Indies (30 foot, 9.15 meters)
 
BDA3 Bermuda (30 foot, 9.15 meters)
 
ANG3 Antigua, West Indies (30 foot, 9.15 meters)
 
GDS8 Mojave, California (85 foot, 25.91 meters)
 
GYM3 ;Guaymas, Mexico (30 foot, 9.15 meters)
 
TEX3 Corpus Christi, Texas (30 foot, 9.15 meters)
 
GTC3 Greenbelt, Maryland (30 foot, 9.15 meters)
 
MAD8 Madrid, Spain (85 foot, 25.91 meters)
 
































Antigua, West Indies Associated States 
Greenville, Mississippi 
Stoneville, Mississippi 




Grand Turk, Bahama Islands 
Curacao, Netherlands Antilles 
Trinidad, Trinidad and Tobago 
Grand Forks, North Dakota 
Blackwell, Oklahqma 




Kindley Air Force Base, Bermuda 
Edwards Air Force Base, California 































































Grand Bahama Island 
Cape Kennedy, Florida 
Pretoria, Republic of South Africa 
Patrick AFB, Florida 
Antigua 
Grand Turk Island 
Merritt Island, Florida 
Grand Bahama Island 
Holloman, New Mexico 
White Sands, New Mexico 
Holloman, New Mexico 
Stallion, New Mexico 
Phillips, New Mexico 
Phillips, New Mexico 
Pillar Point, California 
Tranquillon, California 
Tranquillon, California 
Pillar Point, California 
Vandenberg AFB, California 
Eglin AFB, -Florida 
Eglin AFB, Florida 
San Nicolas, California 
San Nicolas, California 





















































Makaha Ridge, Hawaii 
Point Mugu, California 
Point Mugu, California 
San Nicolas, California 
San Nicolas, California 
San Nicolas, California 
Point Mugu, California 
Point Mugu, California 
Kauai, Hawaii 
Edwards AFB, California 
E]&y, Nevada 
Ely, Nevada 
Wallops Island, Virginia 



































San Salvador, BWI 
Point Arguello, California 
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San Diego, California 




Wallops Island, Virginia 





U.S. COAST & GEODETIC SURVEY
 
station Station Station Location 
Number Name 
6002 BELTVL Beltsville, Maryland 
6100 ASTRMD Beltsville, Maryland 
6107 LYNNLK Lynn Lake, Manitoba, Canada 













































Sudbury, Ontario, Canada 
Kingston, Jamaica 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
Wallops Island, Virginia 
Carnarvon, Australia 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
Rosman, North Carolina 
Wallops Island, Virginia 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
Carnarvon, Australia 






Name Station Location 
7056 iOMLA2 Mount Hopkins, Arizona 
7057 MOBLA2 Greenbelt, Maryland 
















































Wesendorf, W. Germany 
Uppsala, Sweden 





Haute Provence, France 
Nice, France 




Hohenpeissenberg, W. Germany 
Frankfurt, W. Germany 
San Fernando, Spain 



































Organ Pass, "New Mexico 
Olifantsfontein, Republic of South Africa 
Woomera, Australia 
San Fernando, Spain 
Tokyo, Japan 
Naini Tal, India 
Arequipa, Peru 
Shiraz, Iran 
Curacao, Netherlands Antilles 
Jupiter, Florida 
Villa Dolores, Argentina 
Maui, Hawaii 
Dakar, Senegal 
Mount Hopkins, Arizona 
Olifantsfontein, Republic of South Africa 













































San Vito, Italy 
Cold Lake, Alberta, Canada 
Edwards Air Force Base, California 
Har.vestua, Oslo, Norway 
Johnston Island 
Riga, Latvia 




Organ Pass, New Mexico 





Mt. Hopkins, Arizona 
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DEEP SPACE NETWORK 
Station Location
 
Goldstone, California (85 foot HA-Dec:Pioneer, 825.91 meters)
 
Goldstone, California (85 foot HA-Dec:Echo, 25.91 meters)
 
Goldstone, California (85 foot AZ-EL:Venus, 25.91 meters)
 
Goldstone, California (210 foot AZ-EL:Mars, 64.02 meters)
 
Woomera, Australia (85 foot HA-Dec., 25.91 meters)
 
Tidbinbilla, Australia (85 foot HA-Dec., 25.91 meters)
 
Johannesburg, Rep. of S. Africa (85 foot HA-Dec., 25.91 meters)
 
Madrid, Spain (85 foot HA-Dec., 25.91 meters)
 
Madrid, Spain (85 foot HA-Dec., 25.91 meters)
 









STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1118034 (M) LATITUDE 380 25' 49"79 
y -4876312 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2820 541 48','61 
z 3942966 . (M) fj~i] SPHEROIDHEIGHT -54 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
- 1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 380 25' 49'.'628 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2820 54' 481'225 
ELEVATION (MSL) 5. 76 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 6.76 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. Center 
of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, Douglas 
and Klosko,1971. 







STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 807867 (M) V. LATITUDE 260 32t 53 114 
Y -5651976 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2780 08' 4'.'16 
z 2833502 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -42. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 260 32' 517891 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2780 08' 3Y'926 
ELEVATION (MSL) 4.81 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 20.51 METERS
 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. Center
 




STATION NAME QUITO6E,QUITO6P (Quito ,Ecuador) STATION NUMBER 1005 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT Minitrack 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 126360-2 (M) LATITUDE -00O 37? 22'.'35 
Y -6254980 (M) | LONGITUDE(E) 2810 25? 15V132 
z -68912 (M) - SPHEROID HEIGHT 3557. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM TAh 1q?7
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -000 37' 28'.'000 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2810 25' 14%,812 
ELEVATION (MSL) 3568.6. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 3668.6 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970(-Cf rence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G contour map 1967.
 
STATIONNAME LIMAP6R,LIMAP6P (Lima, Peru) STATION NUMBER 1006 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT Minitrack 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1 3 8 8 8 1 4 (MI LATIT U D E - l1 6 4 6 ' 3 7 0 6 
Y -6088422 (M)I LONGITUDE(E) 2820 50? 591.03 
z -1293273 (M IT SPHEROID HEIGHT 51 (M)III 
I EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =1il/FLATTENING 6378155 METERS
= 298.25 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -1o 461 44"432 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2820 501 58.t228 
ELEVATION (MSL) 49.90 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 193.90 METERS 








STATION NAME SNTAG6E, SNTAG6P (Santiago, Chil yATION NUMBER 1008 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT Minitrack 
.... ..= ..... ..... .. . . . ......-
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1769718 (M) LATITUDE -330 08' 58?.88 
y -5044609 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 289Q 19' 53'.66 
z -3468268 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 710 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE -350 09' 7V655 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2890 19' 51'.349 
ELEVATION (MSL) 693.4 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 963.4 METERS 




REMARKS 	 Geoid height from Fischer A-G geoid contour map of the NAD 
1927, Lucerne 1967. Center of mass position dynamically 
determined by Marsh, Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 






STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 













z 4697642 (M) ' SPHEROID HEIGHT 48 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
6378155 METERS 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM MIAD 1Q27 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 470 441 29': 739 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 307 0 16' 43';.369 
ELEVATION (MSL) 69. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 106. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, 	November 1970 
LRezerence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G contour map 1967. Center of
 









STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTEROF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2299263 (M) LATITUDE 640 52' 17786 
Y , -1445694 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2120 09' 36.77 
z 5751804 - (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 156 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING 
=298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 640 52' 19':721 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2120 091 47.168 
ELEVATION (MSL) 162 . 7 METERS 
164.7 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 164.7 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Ieterence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. 
STATION NAME rmPnprT( (F,- Crand Fork', Minn. STATION NUMBER 1014 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT Minitrack 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES ' SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
-521702 (M) LATITUDE 480 01' 21'53 
Y -4242034 (M) LONGITUDE r) 2620 59' 19l51 
z 4718725 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 203 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
-'~~.. .~~ 'O....... 

STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAf 1Q27 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 480 01'211"403 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2620 59' 21'.'561 
ELEVATION (MSL) 252.58 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 255.58 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory. of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
I.Rererence 14) 
REMARKS c CenterGeoid height from AMS A-C geoid Contour map 1967. 












STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 3983102 (M) - LATITUDE 51 .26' 46.40 
y -48512 (M)I LONGITUDEE) 3590 18' 7"t93 
z 4964720 (M)I SPHEROID HEIGHT 90 (M) 
- I 	EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM EUR 
GEODETICLATITUDE 510 26' 49'11 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3590 18' 14'!10 
ELEVATION (MSL) 67.37 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 65.37 	 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(werrence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from Fischer A-G geoid contour map, Lucerne 
1967. Center of mass position dynamically determined 
by Marsh, Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 







STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 5084795 (M) LATITUDE -250 53' 01'.'44 
V 2670401 (M) "- LONGITUDE(E) 270 42' 26.'21 
z -2768159 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1541 (M) 
- EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Cape (ARC) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -250 52' 58V2862 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 270 42' 27.'931 
ELEVATION (MSL) 15 72.3 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 	 METERS
 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Kererence 14) 
REMARKS 	 No geoid height information available. Center of mass
 









STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2357242 (M) ' LATITUDE 350 19' 47'V89 
V -4646318" (M) LOMGITUDE(E) 2430 05' 58V92 
z 3668311 {M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 876 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
'STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM MAD 1q?7 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 19' 48'.088 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2430 06' 2"730 
ELEVATION (MSL) 929.1 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 907.1 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
tReterence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. Center 
of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, Douglas 
and Klosko, 1971. 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER'OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -3977265 	 (M) LATITUDE -310 23' 25'88 
V 3725653 	 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1360 52t 1S'.14 
z -3303008 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 130. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
_____r________________ iiiii__________, 	 i4 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
AGD (1966)
DATUM 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -310 ' 30'.'0692 3
 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1360 52' 11'.'022 
ELEVATION 	 (MSL) 132 .81 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 133. 81 	 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970
 
Reterence 14) 
REMARKS 	Geoid height from I. Fischer, Aust. Surveyor Dec. 1967. 
Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES - SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2282361 (MI LATITUDE 640 58' 61'75 
Y -1452633 (M) i LONGITUDE(E) 2120 28' 30'.'52 
z 5756892 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 283 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 68378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 640 581 38'.'600 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2120 28' 40V898 
ELEVATION (MSL) 289.55 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 291.85 METERS 
SOURCE NASA ireetnry of Tracking Station Locntion-; Nnvember 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. 
NASA STADAN AND MANNED FLIGHT
 







STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
SPHERICAL COORDINATESRECTANGULAR COORDINATES 
x 1118034. 	 (M) LATITUDE 350 25' 49'79 
(M) LONGITUDE(E) 2820 541 481:61Y -4876312. 
Z 3942966 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT - 54. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.256 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927
DATUM 
38Q 25' 49'.'628GEODETIC LATITUDE 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2820 54' 48'.'225 









REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 
STATIONNAME WFTMYR (Fort Myers, Fla.) STATIONNUMBER 1022 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 807867 (NI) LATITUDE 260 32' 53V.14 
v -5651976. (M) *z LONGITUDE(E) 2780 08' 4't16 
z 2833502 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -42. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 29a.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 260 32' 51'.'891 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2780 08' 3'926 
ELEVATION (MSL) 4.881 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 20.51 	 METERS 




REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Xlosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4091871 (M)I LATITUDE -190 00' 32V59 
Y 4434287 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 470 17' 59'V?29 
z -2064745 (M)I SPHEROID HEIGHT 1360 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 Tananarive
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -190 001 27'097 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 470 18' 00;'461 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1377.94 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 




REMARKS 	 No geodetic height information available. Center of mass
 








STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -3977265 (M) LATITUDE -310 23' 25'788 
V 3725653 (M) 'K LONGITUDE(E) 1360 52' 15Y14 
z -3303008 (M) SPHEROIDHEIGHT 130. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298 255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE -310 23' 307069 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1360 52' 1t'7022 
ELEVATION (MSL) 132.81 	 METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 133.81 
SOURCE NASA Directory qf Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
L-eterence 14) 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from I. Fischer, Aust. Surveyor Dec. 1967.
 
STATIONNAME IQUITO (Quito, Ecuador) STATION NUMBER 1025 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1263602 (M) LATITUDE -000 371 22.35 
Y -6254980 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2810 25' 15'!32 
z -68912 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 3557. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
~ ~ ..... 6.....~.. . V 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -000 371 28'.000 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2810 25' 14'812 
ELEVATION (MSL) 3568.6 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 3668.6 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid Height from Fischer A-G geoid contour map of the NAD 
1927, Lucerne 1967. 
STATION NAME ILIMAP (Lima, Peru) STATION NUMBER 1026 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera 
K - ~ , IJil l. 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
°X 1388814 (M) LATITUDE -11 46' 37','06 
Y _ -6088422 (M) U LONGITUDE(E) 282 0 SO' 99t.'fn 
z -1293273 
.(M) i SPHEROID HEIGHT S] (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -11j 46' 441'432 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2820 S0 58'.'228 
ELEVATION (MSL) 49.90 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 193.90 METERS 
SOURCE NASA flirnctnryv of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS ,Geoid height from Fischer A-G geoid contour map of NAD 
1927, Lucerne 1967. 
STATION NAME iSATAG (Santiago, Chile) STATION NUMBER 1028 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1769718 (M) T LATITUDE -330 08 58'88 
Y -5044609 (M) LONGITUDE{E) 2890 19' 531'.66 
z -3468268 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 710 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENIINJG = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 MAT) 1Q97
 
° GEODETIC LATITUDE -33 09' 7'655 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2890 19' S1'.349 
ELEVATION (MSL) 693.4 	 METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 963.4 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reterence 14) 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas, and Klosko, 1971.
 




STATION NAME INOJAV (Goldstone, Cal.) STATION NUMBER 1030 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2357242 (M) LATITUDE 350 19' 47.'89 
V -4646318 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 243' 05' 58'.'92 
z 3668311 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 876 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927
 
350 19' 48'088GEODETIC LATITUDE 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 243R 06' ZV730 
ELEVATION (MSL) 929.1 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 907.1 	 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of TrackinQ Station Locations. 	November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 




STATION NAME IJOBUR(Johannesburg ,South AfricZS)ATION NUMBER 1031 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT - OTS 40 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 5084795 	 (M) I LATITUDE -250 53? 01'.'44 
Y 2670401 (M) < LONGITUDE(E) 270 42' 26'21 
z -2768159 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1541 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378165 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298,255 
STATION'COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 Cape (ARC)
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -250 52' 581.'862 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 270 42' 27.931 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1522.3 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 	 METERS 




REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas, and Klosko, 1971.
 
No geoid height information available.
 







INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 2602757 (M) A LATITUDE 470 441 29Y27 
Y -3419147 (M LONGITUDE(E) 3070 16' 46'V14 
z 4697642 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 48. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
.. 1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETICLATITUDE 470 44' 29V739 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3070 16' 43.1369 
ELEVATION (MSL) 69. 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 106. 	 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(ReTerence 14) 
REMARKS 'Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas, and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS-A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME 1COLEG (Fairbanks, Alaska) STATION NUMBER 1033 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X - -2299263 (M) J LATITUDE 640 52' 17'286 
V -1445694 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2120 09' 36V77 
z 5751804 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 156 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
T 1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 640 52' 19'V721 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2120 09' 47'.'I68 
ELEVATION (MSL) 162.7 METERS 
164.7 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 164.7 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour,map, 196-7. 
STATION NAME IGFORK (E. Grand Forks, Minn. )TATION NUMBER 1034 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM
 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
°
X" -521702 (M) LATITUDE 48 01' 21'.53 
Y -4242034 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2620 59' 19'.'S1 
z 4718725 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 203 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 




° GEODETIC LATITUDE 48 0 01' 21:'403 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2620 59' 21.t561 
ELEVATION (MSL) 252.58 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 255.58 	 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
CRe=frence 14) 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamicdlly-determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 
STATIONNAME 1WNKFL (Winkfield, England) STATION NUMBER 1035 
STADAN
NETWORK 
INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 [ SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 3983102. 	 1M) LATITUDE 510 26' 46V40j 

y -48512 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 3590 28' -7'.'93 
z 4964720. (M)I SPHEROID HEIGHT 90 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 510 26' 49t11 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3590 18' 14'.'10 
ELEVATION (MSL) 67 .37 METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 65.37 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970
 (Reterence 14).
 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 




STATIONNAME liA$K (Fairbanks, Alaska) STATION NUMBER 1036 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2282361 (M) LATITUDE 640 58' 36.75 
y -1452633 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2120 28' 30'52 
z 5756892 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 283 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 640 58' 38'.'600 
GEODETICLONGITUDEE) 2120 28' 40'.t898 
ELEVATION (MSL) 289.55 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 291.85 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967
 




INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM
 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES .SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 647523. (M) LATITUDE 350 12' 07V28 
Y -5177918 (M) LONGITUDE(E} 2770 07' 41':16 
z 3656704 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 850 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 




 350 12' 06'.'911
 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2770 07' 41'.'308
 
ELEVATION (MSL) 909.27 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 915.97 METERS 
SOURCE NASA DjflectoT of Traccin- Station Locations. November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas, and Klosko, 1971. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. 
STATION NAME JORORL (Orroral, Australia) STATION NUMBER 1038 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM
 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -4447485. (M) LATITUDE -350 371 321'.68 
Y 2677168. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1480 S7' 14'V85 
z -3695081. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 950. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM AGD (1966) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -350 37' 377501 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1480 571 10'2705 
ELEVATION (MSL) 931.6 METERS 
937.6 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 937.6 
 METERS
 




REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas, and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from I. Fischer, Aust. Surveyor, Dec. 1967.
 








STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 647515: (M) - LATITUDE 350 12' 07"230 
Y -5177918. (M) LONGITUDEE) 2770 07' 40V86 
z 3656704. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 850. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAT) 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 12' 6 .19 2 6 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2770 071 41'008 
ELEVATION (MSL) 909. 4 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 916.1 METERS 
SOURCE NASA irrtnry nf Tracking Sntion Tnctinns. Nnvember 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. 
STATION NAME ITANAN (Tananarive, Mad.) STATION NUMBER 1043 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT MOTS 40 Camera
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4091871 (M)I LATITUDE -19e 00' 32'.'59 
V 4434287 (M) U LONGITUDE(E). 470 171 59"29 
z -2064745 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1360. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE -190 00' 271'097 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 470 18' 00';461 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1377.94 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 	 METERS 




REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
No geodetic height information available.
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -4447485. (M) .LATITUDE -350 371 32'.'68 
v 2677168. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1480 57' 14'8S 
z -3695081. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 950 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 AGD (1966)
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -350 37' 37.'501 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 1480 57' 10"705 
ELEVATION 	(MSL) 931.6 	 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 937.6 METERS
 
SOURCE 1A-,qA l4yrr.ytnrr n-F TrzPrkjn Rtntinr TnrptinnR Nov,mber 1970 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS 	Geoid height from I. Fischer, Aust. Surveyor, Dec. 1967.
 
Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
1123 STATIONNAME MADGARS (Tananarive, Mad.) STATIONNUMBER 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT Range and Range Rate; S-band
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4091342 (M) LATITUDE -190 01' 14V47 
Y 4434231 (M) ' LONGITUDE(E) 470 18' 11'.37 
z -2065970 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1382 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 Tananarive
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -19o .01? 09V326 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 470 18' 12%'560 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1398.78 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 	 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory, of Tracking Station Locations, November. 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
STATIONNAME ROSRANS CRosman, N.C.)- STATION NUMBER 1126 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT Range and Range Rate; S-band
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 647182 (M) ' LATITUDE 350 11' 45".64 
Y -5178322 (M)" LONGITUDE(E) 2770 07' 25.'80 
3656141. 8M18______ 
z ____656141_____ (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 818 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
l .' 

•.." ...".:.... . ". . " . . "- "..... ...
.  .'}. .... .i. ....... . .. ..  
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 11 45'!051 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 277Q 07' 261!230 
ELEVATION (MSL) 873.9 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 880. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 
STATIONNAME SNTAGRS (Santiago, Chile) STATION NUMBER 1127 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT Range and Range Rate; S-band 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1769860 (M) LATITUDE -330 09' 4'V286 
y -5044477 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2890 20' 001!514 
Z -3468417 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 727 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAT) 1Q27 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -33O 09' 13'.'147 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 289 19' 58'202 
ELEVATION (MSL) 705.7 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 975.7 METERS 
SOURCE N.ASA flirectory of Tracking Station Locations November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid 'contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME ALASKRS (Fairbanks, Alaska) STATION NUMBER 1128 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT Range and Range Rate; S-band
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2282508 
-(M) LATITUDE 640 58' 19'.'02 
Y -1453372 I(M) LONGITUDE(E) 2120 291 12"07 
z 5756712 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 340 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 640 58' 20'.886 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 212Q 29' 22'415 
ELEVATION (MSL) 346.6 
 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 348.6 
 METERS
 
SOURCE N~At n~i-'-etc)-o" fQrE kn Statiztn ILAzaticnts, N-xnber 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 




INSTRUMENT Range and Range Rate; S-band
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2328211 (M) LATITUDE -240 541 11'.45 
Y 5299699 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1130 42' 58V93 
z -2669358 (M) T SPHEROID HEIGHT 1 (M) 
-3 
 EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Ann (Q6i6) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -24o0 54' 14'964 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1130 42' 54"938 
ELEVATION (MSL) 37.87 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 45.87 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory. of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas-and Klosko, 1971. 
STATION NAME MADGARV(Tananarive, Mad.) STATION NUMBER 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT Range and Range Rate; VHF 
I ' 7'- ...... 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES T SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4091320 (M) LATITUDE -19 ° 01' 17'.28 
4434213 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 470 18' 11'.'39 
z -2066052II"-
0(M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1381 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
Tan anarive
DATUM 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -190 01' lV80 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 470 18' 12'.'56 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1399. METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS No geoid height .information available.
 
STATION NAME ROSRANV (Rosman, North Carolina)STATION NUMBER 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT Range and Range Rate; VHF
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 647197. (M) LATITUDE 350 Il' 41':47 
Y -5178391. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2770 07' 26'!08 
z 3656033. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 814. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927
DATUM 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 111 41"097 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2770 07' 26'2230 
ELEVATION (MSL) 873.9 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 880. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
LKeference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
STATION NAME SNTAGRV (Santiago, Chile) STATION NUMBER 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT Range and Range Rate; VHF 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1769847. (M) 9 LATITUDE -330 09? 6'.76 
V -S044438. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2890 20' OOV51 
z -3468481. (M) - SPHEROID HEIGHT 727 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
- ,--. ,, < v V. 4,2.... 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -330 09' 15'.621 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2890 19' 58?2202 
ELEVATION (MSL) 7 0 6. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 976. METERS 








STATION NAME AI.AR;KRV (Fairbanks- Alaska) STATION NUMBER 
NETWORK STAflAN
 
INSTRUMENT Range and Range Rate; VHF 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2282508 (M) LATITUDE 640 58' 17t'34 
Y -1453461 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2120 29' 17'.'75 
z 5756690 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT .340 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
l/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927
DATUM 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 640 58' 19'1191 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2120 29' 28'.'122 
ELEVATION (MSL) 347 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 349 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reterence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from TOPOCOM geoid charts 1967.
 
STATION NAME CARVONV (Carnarvon, Aust.) STATION NUMBER 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT Range and Range Rate; VHF
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2328191 (M) LATITUDE -240 541 15'241 
Y 5299652 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1130 42? 58':93 
z -2669469 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1 (M) 
| EARTH SEMI-MAJOR'AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE -240 54' 18.'923 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1130 42? 54V.937 
ELEVATION (MSL) 37.86 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 45.86 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(tererence 14)
 
REMARKS Geoid height from I. Fischer, Australian Surveyor, Dec. 196M
 




INSTRUMENT 40-ft. antenna (12.20 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2282311. (M) LATITUDE 640 58' 3S.'08 
Y -1452804 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2120 28T 43V62 
z 5756877 (M) SPHEROID I-IEIGHT 291 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
l/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927
DATUM 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 640 58' 36.926 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2120 2 8' 53'999 
ELEVATION (MSL) 297. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 299. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory .of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS teoid height from TOPOCOM geoid charts 1967.
 
STATION NAME (Johannesburg, Rep. of STATION NUMBER S40-2 
S. Africa) 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT 40-foot antenna (12.20 meters) 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 5084684. (M) LATITUDE -250 531 11'.'74 
Y 2670343. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 270 42' 26'.21 
z -2768451. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1556 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE -25- 5 3 1 09t'16 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 270 42' 271.'93 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1 ,37. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directnry of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS No geoid height information available.
 
STATION NAME (Quito, Ecuador) STATIONNUMBER S40-3 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT 40-foot antenna (12.20 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x . 1263419 (M) LATITUDE -000 37' 24'.'78 
Y. -6255018 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2810 25' 09"26 
z -68986 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 3558 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
.- /FLATTENING =298.55 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR.GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -000 37' 30'"437 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2810 25' 08V748 
ELEVATION (MSL) 3570. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 3670. METERS 
SOURCE NASA )irectorvof Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS 








INSTRUMENT 40-foot antenna (12.20 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES I SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1769684. (M) LATITUDE -3330 09? 05'.62 
Y -5044512. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2890 19' 53','66 
z -3468449. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 723 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -330 09? 14V483 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2890 19? 51'.'349 
ELEVATION (MSL) 702. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 972. METERS 
SOURCE NA Directory of Tracking Station..Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from Fischer A-G geoid contour map of the 
NAD 192'7,,1Lucerne, 1967. 
STATION NAME MOJVATSS (Goldstone, California]STATION NUMBER S40-5 
NETWORK STADAN
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
x -2356184 (M) LATITUDE 350 19' 53V78
 
Y -4646746 (M) LONGITUDEE) 2430 06' 431.'95
 
z 3668465 (M) T SPHEROIDHEIGHT 887 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1Q27
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 -19' 53.970 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2430 06' 47'762 
ELEVATION (MSL) 933.3 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 918.3 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reterence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967'.
 
STATION NAME (Tananarive, Mad. ) STATION NUMBER S40-6 
NETWORK STADAN 
INSTRUMENT 40-foot antenna (12.20 meters) 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4091714 (M) LATITUDE -190 00' 39'288 
Y 4434342 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 470 18' 04'"40 
z -2064960 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1367 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Tananarive 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -190 00' 34V40 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 470 18' 05'.66 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1385.2 METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 




REMARKS No geoid height information available.
 
STATION NAME (Rosman, North Carolina3TATIONNUMBER Sa5-1 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT 85-foot X-Y antenna (I) (25.91 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM
 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES . SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
X 647518 (M) LATITUDE 350 12' 00.'42 
Y -5178026 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2770 07' 40.42 
z _ 3656521 _ _ _SPHEROID 832 (M)_ (M) HEIGHT 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 356 12' 00"048 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2770 071 40.'572 
ELEVATION (MSL) 892. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 898. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reterence 14)
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map of the NAD, 1967.
 
STATION NAME ROSATSS (Rosman, North Carolina]STATION NUMBER S85-2 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT 85-foot X-Y antenna (II), Applications Technology 
(25.91 meters) Satellite Facility
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 647197- (M) LATITUDE 350 111 56t'05 
Y -5178141. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2770 07' 27V30 
z 3656408. (M) 2 SPHEROID HEIGHT 828 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 111 55V677 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2770 07' 271.451 
ELEVATION (MSL) 888. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 894. METERS 








STATION NAME (Fairbanks, Alaska) STATION NUMBER 585-3 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT 85-foot X-Y antenna (25.91 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2282214 (M) LATITUDE 640 58' 35'.'86 
Y -1452923 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2120 28' SS'220 
z 5756897 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 301 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS -6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 640 58' 37",'711 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2120 29' 05'.'579 
ELEVATION (MSL) 307. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 309. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory .of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS Geoid height from TOPOCOM geoid charts, 1967.
 






INSTRUMENT 85-foot X-Y antenna (25.91 meters) 
STATION POSITION REFER RED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -4447386. (M) LATITUDE -350 37' 48.'04 
Y 2676808. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1480 57? 25V05 
z -3695469. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 956 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 





GEODETIC LATITUDE -3S 37' 52'.'8542 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1480 57' 20.9076
 
ELEVATION (MSL) 938. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 944. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
iKeference 14) 




STATION NAME TOWATSS (Cooby Creek,Australia) STATION NUMBER S85-5 
NETWORK STADAN
 
INSTRUMENT 85-foot Applications Technology Satellite Antenna 
(25.91 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A-CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -5001140. (M) LATITUDE -270 23' 45"!80 
y 2666012. (M) L LONGITUDE(E) 1510 56' 19'59 
z -2917527. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 587 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE -27 23' 50"4961 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1510 56' 16'11529 
ELEVATION (MSL) 553.05 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 556. METERS 












STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -3997888. (M) , LATITUDE 350 57' 14'.73 
Y 3276592., (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1400 39' 45"'40 
z 3724118. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 65 (M) 
$| EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Tokyo 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 571 03't202 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1400 39' 57'.834 
ELEVATION (MSL) 45149 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 48. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from TOPOCOM geoid map of Tokyo Datum, 1968. 
STATION NAME (Merritt Isi., Fla.) MIL3 STATION NUMBER USB-1 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-Band 30-foot Antenna (9.15 meters) 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 












2790 18' 23'.11 
-45 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 






GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2790 18' 22"!9330 
ELEVATION (MSL) 9.17 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 19.17 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(wemerence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 
STATION NAME (Grand Bahama Isl.,BIVI) GBM3 STATION NUM3ER USB-2 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-band 30-foot Antenna (9.15 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
mRECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1163011. (M) LATITUDE 260 37' 571'59 
Y -5585425. (M) A LONGITUDE(E) 281Q 45'43'.'91 
z 2841879. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -46 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927
DATUM 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 266 371 56V449 
GEODETIC LONGITUDEE) 2810 451 43'472 
ELEVATION (MSL) 11.4 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 19,4 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS Geoid height from TOPOCOM geoid charts, 1967.
 
STATION NAME (Bermuda) BDA3 STATION NUMBER USB -3 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-band 30-foot Antenna (9.15 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 2308417 (M) LATITUDE 320 21' 041322 
Y -4874289 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2950 20' 30V45 
z 3393367 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -66 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I /FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETICLATITUDE 320 21' 03'.'761 
2950 20' 28V527GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 
ELEVATION (MSL) -9. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 




REMARKS No geoid height available.
 




NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-band 30-foot Antenna (9.15 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES $ SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 2887308 (M) ' LATITUDE 170 00' 59'!62 
Y -S37 4133 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2980 14' 50V53 
Z 1854583 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -27 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
-: 1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 170 00' 57'13 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2980 141 48V5. 
ELEVATION (MSLI 34.4 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 40.4 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from TOPOCOM geoid charts, 1967.
 
STATION NAME (Grand Canary Island) CY13 STATION NUMBER USB-5
 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-Band 30-foot Antenna (9.15 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 5439128 (M) I LATITUDE 270 45' 51.77 
Y -1522256 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 3440 21' 52V52 
z Z953531 (M) $ SPHEROID HEIGHT 208 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Mercury 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 270 45' 52'33 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3440 21' 54.'67 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 213. METERS 
SOURCE MSFN Metric 'TrackingPerformance Report, X-832-69-69 
REMARKS
 
STATION NAME (Ascension Island) ACN3 STATION NUMBER USB-6
 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-Band 30-foot Antenna (9.15 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 6121226. (M) LATITUDE -070 57" 19.'31 
Y -1563417. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 3450 40' 20'.78 
z -876970. (M) Z SPHEROID HEIGHT 555 IM) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1IFLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Mpr l r'r 
.GEODETIC LATITUDE -070 57' 18 120 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3450 40' 22'.'34 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 544. METERS 




STATION NAME (Madrid, Spain) MAD8 STATION NUMBER USB-7
 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-band 85-foot Antenna (25.91 meters)
 
Z - 7 
-," -
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
4847824 (M)l LATITUDE 400 27' 19"71 
Y -353335 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 3550 491 52'88 
z 4117143 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 821 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
VVIP 
STATION.COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM EUR
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 400 27' 23'.85 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3550 49' 58V23 
ELEVATION (MSL) 785.13 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 766 METERS
 




REMARKS Geoid height from "New Pieces in the Picture Puzzle of an
 




STATIONNAME (Carnarvon, Australia) CR03 STATIONNUMBER USB-8 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-band 30-foot.Antenna (9.15 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
x -2328977 (M) ,' LATITUDE -240 541 23!92
 
y 5299193 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 113Q 43' 31V17 
z -2669709 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 8 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM AGD (1966) 
GEODETICLATITUDE -240 54? 27V4334 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1130 43' 27V1728 
ELEVATION (MSL) 44.55 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 52.600 METERS 
SOURCE Letter from B.R. l4onckton Network Support Facility, 4/30/69 
REMARKS Geoid height from I. Fischer, Aust. Surveyor, December 1967
 
STATION NAME (Guam) GWM3 STATION NUMBER USB-9
 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-Band 30-foot Antenna (9.15 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES t SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -5068921. (M) LATITUDE 130 18' 37V68 
Y 3584023. (M) K LONGITUDE(E) 144 0 44' 14''86 
z 1458873. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 76 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
,... . 7 7 " 7 7 '0;l, I " .o 0 7 -
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Mercury 
'GEODETIC LATITUDE 130 18' 389'07 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 144 0 44' 12'.'90 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 92. METERS 
SOURCE MSFN Metric Tracking Performance Report; X-832-69-69 
REMARKS 
STATIONNAME (Canberra, Australia) HSK8 STATION NUMBER USB-10 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-Band 85-foot Antenna (25.91 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES ! SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -4451071. (MI LATITUDE --3S 351 Q0'23 
y 2676829. (MI LONGITUDE(E 1480 58' 391'82 
z -3691376. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1149 4M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
. .. . - , . ,, -
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM AGD (1966) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -350 35' 05'.'0512 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1480 58' 351!6780 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1130.8 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1136.8 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reterence 14)
 
REMARKS Geoid height from "New Pieces in the Picture Puzzle of
 




STATION NAME ROYOBS (Edinburgh, Scotland STATION NUMBER 8013 
NETWORK International
 
INSTRUMENT Schmidt C camera
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 3593838 (M) LATITUDE 550 44? 01'89 
Y -202778 (M) LONGITUDEE) 3560 46' 14707 
z 5248086 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 310 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM BUR 
GEODETIC-LATITUDE 55O 441 04'47 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3560 46' 21'01 
ELEVATION (MSL) 280.0 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 285 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from Fischer A-G geoid contour map of the
 
European Datum, Lucerne, 1967.
 
STATION NAME ATHENS (Athens, Greece) STATIONNUMBER 8014 
NETWORK International
 
INSTRUMENT Geodetic 36 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 2 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 4607727 (MI) LATITUDE 370 59? 17'.52 
V 2025713 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 230 43' 5489 
z 3904505 (NI) SPHEROID HEIGHT 134 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTEN ING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM FUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 59? 21'.'35 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 230 43' 58'06 
ELEVATION (MSL) 110 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 110 METERS 








STATION NAME HAITTEP (Haute Provence, France STATION NUMBER 
International 
INSTRUMENT Schmidt D Camera 
NETWORK 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 4578335 (M) LATITUDE 430 55' 57.j55 
Y 457982 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 050 42' 44'.74 
z 4403200 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 694 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
EURDATUM 

430 56' 01'.'130GEODETIC LATITUDE 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 050 42' 49'273 
ELEVATION (MSL) 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 646. 8 	 METERS 
"Geometrical Adjustment with Simultaneous Laser and Photo-

SOURCE graphycal Observations" (Reference 2)
 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 




STATION NAME NICEFR (Nice, France) STATION NUMBER 8019 
NETWORK International 
INSTRUMENT Antares Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 4S7(471 (M) LATITUDE 430 43' 33'.'05 
Y R6614 (M) LONGITUDECE) 07° 17' 58.168 
Z 43 6422 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 405 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298 255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM FUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 430 43' 36"1496 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 70 18' 31'305 
ELEVATION (MSL) 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 364.68 	 METERS 
"Geometrical Adjustment with Simultaneous Laser and Photo-
SOURCE graphycal Observations" (Reference 2) 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamica'lly determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Kiosko, 1971.
 








STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4578319 {M) S. LATITUDE 430 55' 57I'67 
V 457975 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 50 42' 44':50 
z 4403189 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 675 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 291.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 assume EUR
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 430 56' 0'14 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 050 421 49,'28 
ELEVATION (MSL) 647 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 637 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height is approximate.
 
8022 STATION NAME AL ,.'-, t STATION NUMBER 
NETWORK International 
INSTRUMENT Laser 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
SPHERICAL COORDINATES -RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 
x -3939132 (M) LATITUDE -340 43' 46'.'90 
y 3467049 (M) LONGITUDE(E) j33 381 /lq,,qO 
z -3613276 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 6 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM AGD 1966 (assume) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 431 51Y17- 3 4 O 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE{E) 1380 38' 45:'59 
ELEVATION (MSL) 15 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 
SOURCE NASA -Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS 
STATION NAME" MITPONT (Meuidon 'Prance) - STATION NUMBER Soso 
International
NETWORK 
INSTRUMENT Refractor A camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 4205620 (M) LATITUDE 480 48' 22'.64 
v 163727 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 020 13' 45'94 
z 4776555 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 190 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM EUR
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 480 48' 2S'354 
GEODETIC LONGITUDECE) 020 13' 51'339 
ELEVATION (MSL 165.46 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 155.46 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970, 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from I. Fischer A-G geoid contour map of
 
European Datum, Lucerne 1967.
 
X 




INSTRUMENT Schmidt A camera
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES z SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
e
3593838 (M) T LATITUDE 5 ,441 01':89 
Y -202778 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 3560 46' 14H.07 
z 5248086 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 310 (M) 
- EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING= 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM FUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 550 440 04'247 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3560 46' 21'"01 
ELEVATION (MSL) 280 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 785 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14)
 








INSTRUMENT BC - 4A camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4213558 (M) I LATITUDE 470 48' 05'38 
Y 820763 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 110 01' 21'.'60 
z 4702805 (Mi) SPHEROID HEIGHT 962 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
7. ; -; 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
BURDATUM 

GEODETIC LATITUDE 470 48' 08'28 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 110 01' 26'.123 
ELEVATION (MSL) 940 4 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 939 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from Bomfond 1963.
 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4041861 (M) LATITUDE 500 13' 11".59 
Y 620635 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 080 43 46'.'88 
z 4878637 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 194 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298 255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM EUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE t5in 1 14"126 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) nR 0 43 ' S1,'Q7 
ELEVATION (MSL) 	 75E n METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 173. 	 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reterence 14) 
REMARKS 	 Geoid height from Fischer A-G geoid contour map of FUR, 
Lucerne, 1967. 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 5105607 (M) f LATITUDE 360 27t 45'.73 
Y -555260 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 3530 47t 35t149 
z 3769650 (M) SPHEROIDHEIGHT 56 - (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM BUR
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 360 t 50"109 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3530 41V272 
2 7

4 7 t 

ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT -11.56 METERS 
SOURCE Geometrical Adjustment with Simultaneous Laser and Photo­








STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4578370 (N) LATITUDE 430 551 5573t 
Y 457959 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 50 42' 43':60 
z 4403154 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 686 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 FUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE A. o rt ttt1 Q 7 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 50 42' 4'371 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 648.22 METERS 
SOURCE 	Geometrical Adjustment with Simultaneous Laser and Photo­










STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -1535749 	 (M) LATITUDE 320 25' 24','89 
Y -5166999 (m) LONGITUDE(E) 2SS ° 261 48."68 
z 3401048 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 161S (M) 
-. 	 EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 MAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 320 25' 24.'56 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2530 26' 51v.17 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1651.33 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1651. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Center of miss position dynamically determined by Marsh,
Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 






INSTRUMENT Baker-Nunn Camera 




- SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
'X S05614 (M) , LATITUDE -250 57 36'.66 
Y ?716S17 
 (M)I LONGITUDE(E) 280 14' 52'.'35 
Z -977'792 (M) SPHEROIDHEIGHT 1570 (M) 
-l EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Cape (ARC) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -250 57? 331'.85 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 280 14' 53'91 





SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS , Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -3983778 (M) LATITUDE -310 06' 03'.'07 
Y, 3743096 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1360 47' 02V82 
z -3275564 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 15'8 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 AGD (1966) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -310 06' 07V126 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1360 46' 58'.'70 
ELEVATION CMSL) 162 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 




REMARKS Station is no longer operational,
 
STATION NAME ISPAIN (San Fernando, Spain) STATION NUMBER 9004 
NETWORK S.A.O.
 
INSTRUMENT Baker-Nunn Camera 
,1;1 4$ I -_ 	 4 _ -
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X .5.1A 6 (M) LATITUDE 360 27' 46'.'99 
Y -5E7. (M) LONGITUDEE) 3530 47' 36V31 
z '1769681 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 55 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM BUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 360 27' 51'.'367 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3530 47' 42'.'091 
ELEVATION (MSL) 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT -11.99 	 METERS 
"Geometrical Adjustment with Simultaneous Laser and Photo-

SOURCE graphycal Observations" (Reference 2)
 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 






STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -,gq46696 (M) -" LATITUDE 350 40' 22'.62 
Y SS662Q9 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 139- 32' 16V18 
Z 16q9R3O (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 80 {M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Tokyo 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 40' "ll'.'078 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 1390 32' 28K222 
ELEVATION (MSL) 59*77 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 60. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position from Gaposchkin and Lambeck, NEW 
GEODETIC PARAMETERS FOR A STANDARD EARTH, AGU (December 1969 
STATION NAME INATOL (Naini Tal, India) STATION NUMBER 9006 
NETWORK S.A.0.
 
INSTRUMENT Baker-Nunn Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES ' SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1018208 (M) - LATITUDE 290 21' 33"'31 
V 5471117 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 790 27' 27V'7 
z 3109585 (M) . SPHEROID HEIGHT 1856 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
IlFLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM EUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 290 21' 38.97 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 790 27' 25'V51 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1927. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1857. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory, of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 
x 






STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
1942788 (M) LATITUDE -160 27' 57''21 
Y -5804088 CM) ' LONGITUDE(E) 2880 30' 24.53 
z -1796939 (M) , SPHEROID HEIGHT 2488 (M) 
- t EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR"MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -16o 281 05''087 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2880 30' 22"'837 
ELEVATION (MSL) 2451.86 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 2617. METERS 




REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
x 
STATION NAME ISHRAZ (Shiraz, Iran) STATION NUMBER 9008 
NETWORK S.A.O.
 
INSTRUMENT Baker-Nunn Camera 
.... ' .- 4 ,- .,. '' *'' O.,' '4* $."4m4 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
3376880 (M) LATITUDE 290 38' 13V80 
Y 4403985 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 520 31' 11'2S 
z 3136261 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1564 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
'. . .. .. - ". . ." *. , " 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM BUR
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 290 38' 17'.'900 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 520 31' 11'.'800 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1596. METERS 
1566.
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 




REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 2251844 (M) LATITUDE 120 05' 25'.'04 
Y -5816918 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2910 09' 441.'66 
z 1327170 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -22 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION-COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 120 05' 21'.'61 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2910 09' 42'.55 
ELEVATION (MSL) 7.44 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 57. METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 976291 (M) LATITUDE 270 01' 13.'87 
y -5601393 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2790 53' 131.125 
z 2880233 (M) SPHEROIDHEIGHT -36 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
lIFLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 
 NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 270 01' 121'.882 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 279 53t 131'.008 
ELEVATION (MSL) 15.13 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 27. METERS 




REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh-,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 






STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES ' SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 2280600 (M) LATITUDE -310 561 35'.'07 
Y -4914583 (M)I LONGITUDE(E) 2940 53? 36'.74 
z -3355424 (M)tl SPHEROID HEIGHT 638 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Argentine
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -310 56' 36"53
 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2940 531 39'282 








REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
x 
STATION NAME IMAUIO (Maui, Hawaii) STATION NUMBER 9012 
NETWORK S.A.0. 
INSTRUMENT Baker-Nunn Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
-5466048 (M) LATITUDE 200 42' 25'.67 
Y -2404300 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2030 44' 34-'.'12-­
z 2242172 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 3032 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Old Haw2wiip 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 200 42' 37.'50 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2030 44' 24'.'08 
ELEVATION (MSL) 3034. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking.Station Locations, November 1970 
[Kelerence 14) 
REMARKS -
Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 
STATION NAME (Dakar, Senegal) STATION NUMBER 9020 
NETWORK SAO 
INSTRUMENT 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 5884360 (M) LATITUDE 140 44' 32'.'42 
Y -1854552 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 3420 30' 24'.'86 
Z 1612593 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 171 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM assumed EUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 140 4 4 ' 37'40 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3420 30' 29%150 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 23 METERS
 









STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES - SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -1936778 (M) LATITUDE 310 41? 02'.'95 
Y -S077709 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2490 07' 18,136 
Z 3331918 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 2339 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 31 41' 02'.'670 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 249- 07' 21'!346 
ELEVATION (MSL) 2382.05 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 2371.05 METERS 
SOURCE Field's Facilities Branch, STADAN Operations Division, GSFC 
REMARKS 'Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 5056134 (M) LATITUDE -250 57' 36'.'66 
Y 2716517 (M)[ LONGITUDEE) 280 14' 52'.'35 
z -2775792=2775792 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1570 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM assume FUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -250 57' 33"85 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 280 14' 53'91 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1544. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 
SOURCE letter from Beatrice Miller, SAO to James Marsh, GSFC, 2/10/ 1 
REMARKS 	 Site listed same as 9002 which was dynamically determined
 
by Marsh, Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
STATION NAME AUSBAK (Woomera, Aust,) STATION NUMBER 9023 
NETWORK S.A.O. 
INSTRUMENT Baker-Nunn Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -3977767 (M) LATITUDE -310 23' 26.63 
Y 3725110 (M) l LONGITUDE(E) 1360 52' 43"13 
z -3303032 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 138 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
= 6378155 METERS 




GEODETIC LATITUDE -31jo 23' 30V,18163 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 1360 52' 39"0156 
ELEVATION (MSL) 141.15 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 141.800 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
IKeterence 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 
STATION NAME DODATR (Dodaira, Japan) STATION NUMBER 9025 
NETWORK S.A.O.
 
INSTRUMENT Baker-Nunn Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM
 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 
 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -3920440 (M) LATITUDE 360 00' 19"'92 
Y 3376355 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1390 11' 31"17 
z 3729215 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 879 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
IFLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Assumed TOKYO 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 360 00' 21.79 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1390 111 28V28 








REMARKS Coordinates are not verified; survey details are lacking.
 
Moved to this position about May 1, 1968 from Station 9005.
 
Center of mass position from Gaposchkin and Lambeck, NEW
 




STATION NAME (Aregqli , Peru) STATION NUMBER 9n77 
NETWORK SAC 
INSTRUMENT 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1942788 (M) LATITUDE -160 27' 57721 
Y -5804088 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 288 ° 30' 24'53 
z -1796939 (M) -SPHEROID HEIGHT 2488 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM assumed Provisional S. American 1956
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -160 27' 43!79 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2880 30' 31'"54 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 2322 METERS 
SOURCE letter from Rentrice Miller, S AC to James Marsh. GSFC,2/10/71 
REMARKS 
 Site listed same as 9007 which was dynamically determined
 
by Marsh, Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 




INSTRUMENT Baker-Nunn Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
R0
X 490769 (M) LATITUDE 44? f0l171
 
V "Q6'2.lp 
 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 
 3Ro S7' "gg
 
Z q6 RRS_'i (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1901 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM EUR
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 80 442 56'.390 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 380 571 33!610 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1923.1 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1818.1 METERS
 




REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 











STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL 	COORDINATES 
5186480 (M) LATITUDE -50 55' 41'.'39
 
Y -3653871 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 3240 50 07'.t21
 
z -654363 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 44 (M)
 






STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -50 55, 50".10 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3240 50, 18'.'0 
ELEVATION (MSL) 42. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 112. METERS
 
SOURCE Geodetic.Satellites Observation Station Directory 
July 1968.
 
REMARKS 	Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 






INSTRUMENT Balcer-Nunn Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1693-807 (M) LATITUDE -450 531 12'.'61 
y -4112346 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2920 23' 9"40 
z -4556659 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 203 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298,255 
STAT/ON COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Argentine
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -450 53' 17'.'12 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 292 23' 19'.39 
ELEVATION (MSL) 200. METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 




REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 






STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 ' SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X __(M) LATITUDE -50 55? 401,7 
Y (M) ' LONGITUDE(E) S240 501 8.'02 
Z (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 4-4 (M) 
| | EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTEN ING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM assume Provisional South American 1956 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -05° 55' 27'.'45 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 324 50 ' 07. 79 
ELEVATION (MSL) 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 38 	 METERS 
SOURCE letter from Beatrice Miller, SAO to James Marsh, GSPC,2/I0/71
 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position determined by using shifts ,from
 




STATION NAME JUPGBO (Jupiter, Florida) STATION NUMBER 9049 
NETWORK S.A.0.
 
INSTRUMENT Geodetic 36 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES A SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 976281 (M) LATITUDE 270 01' 13".72 
Y -6fl1395 (M) ,; LONGITUDE(E) 2790 531 12'88 
Z 2R8f0227 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -39 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE Z70 01' 12'.'726 
GEODETICLONGTUDE(E) 2790 53' 12'.636 
ELEVATION {MSL) 12.927 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 24. 330 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
CReterence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
STATION NAME AGASSI. (Harvard, Mass.) STATION NUMBER 9050 
NETWORK S.A.0. 
INSTRUMENT Geodetic 36 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES ' SPHERICAL COORDINATES 





2880 26' 30'.'01 
1- 1 (M) 
z 4287292 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 131 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 420 30' 20V'97 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2880 26' 28'71 
ELEVATION (MSL) 184. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 190.50 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 




INSTRUMENT Baker-Nunn Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 4$95174 (M) LATITUDE 380 04' 44Y39 
Y 2039458 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 230 55' 581!43 
z 3912663 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 490 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 EUR
 
GEODETICLATITUDE 380 04' 48"241 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 230 56? 1:V607 
ELEVATION (MSL) 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 466.941 	 METERS 
"Geometrical Adjustment with Simultaneous Laser and Photo-

SOURCE graphycal Observations" (Reference 2)
 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 










STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 




Z _______________ (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 
_________(M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM New Zealand 1949 (assume)
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 
-43O 581 59'99 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1700 27' 59,98 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1flAQ METERS 
SOURCE letter from Beatrice Miller, SAO to James Marsh. GSFC, 2/10/7 
REMARKS 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM
 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4613671 (M) LATITUDE 400 38' 19'51 
Y 148S544 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 170 50' 52'.'44 
z 4132169 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 144 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM assume EUR -
GEODETICLATITUDE 400 38' 23"00 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 170 501 56'00 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 119 METERS 
SOURCE letter from Beatrice Miller, SAO to James Marsh, GSFC,2/10/71 
REMARKS 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -1]764848 (M) LATITUDE 540 441 33'.'65 
V -h466RRl (M) LONGITUDEE) 2400 57' 22"12 
Z IRSt44Q (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 6S4 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 540 44' 331'.858 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2490 57' 26V'389 
ELEVATION (MSL) 704.6 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 701.7 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967,
 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2'45000 (M) LATITUDE 340 57' 50'.56 
Y -4624413 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2420 05' 071'75 
z 3635027 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 729 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 340 571 50'.'742 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 242Q 05' 11.584 
ELEVATION (MSL) 784.23 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 760.23 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Survey details are lacking; coordinates are unverified. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 





:"': <' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~........... "
"- -.. > . .,'v = ''; ' ,,," ,, " 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 7 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 3121268 (M) • LATITUDE 600 12' 39'50 
Y 592634 (M) - LONGITUDE(E) 100 45' 02'.'69 
5512724 (Mi [SPHEROID HEIGHT 595. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 
 FiTmR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 060l 12 40"3Rf 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 100 451 8V740 
ELEVATION (MSL) 575.920 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT S90.920 METERS
 
SOURCE 




REMARKS 'Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 






STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -6007395 (M) LATITUDE 160 44' 38V'47 
Y -1111861 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1900 29' 081,'7S 
z 1825727 (M) 6 SPHEROID HEIGHT -7 (M) 





STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Johnston Island 1961 (International Spheroidl 
GEODETICLATITUDE 16Q 44' 451',39 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1900 29' 05,.59 
ELEVATION (MSL) 5 (approx.) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 
SOURCE NASA llrnctnry of Trackinr Station Locations. November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position from Gaposchkin and Lambeck, NEW
 










STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 3183873 (M)i LATITUDE 560 56' S5"32 
Y 1421477 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 240 03' 32V.17 
z $322789 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -15 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 29,8.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM FUR1 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 560 56' 56t'085 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 240 03' 32t.1409 
ELEVATION (MSL) 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT -10 fll 	 METERS 
"Geometrical Adjustment with Simultaneous Laser and Photo-

SOURCE graphycal Observations" (Reference 2) "
 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined-by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 




STATION NAME POTDAM (Potsdam, East Germany) STATIONNUMBER 9429 
NETWORK International 
INSTRUMENT Schmidt I Camera 
K.~~... ..... '',	 _7"N2 m~ 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM' 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 3800514 (M) LATITUDE 520 22' 52'.'90 
Y 882018 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 130 03' 56V95 
z 5028928 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 122 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 1TR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 520 22' 55.2 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 130 04' 01'.'8 
ELEVATION (MSL) 109. 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 110. 	 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites -Observation Station Directory, July 1968
 
REMARKS 	 Coordinates are not verified; survey details are. lacking.
 










STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 2886422 (M)l, LATITUDE 550 411 361'39 
Y 2156717 iM) LONGITUDE{E) 360 46' 00'73 
z 5245406 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 134 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
. 1/FLATTENING 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM HUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 550 4.1' 37'.'70 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 360 46' 03''00 
ELEVATION (MSL} 150. 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 145, 	 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968.
 
REMARKS 	 Coordinates are not verified; survey details are lacking.
 










STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
3183873 (M) LATITUDE 560 56' 5S.32
 
Y "1421477 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 240 03' 32V17
 
z 5322789 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -1is(M)
 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM EUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 560 56' 56'.'085 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 240 03' 32!409 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT -19.201 METERS 
"Geometrical Adjustment with Simultaneous Laser and Photo-

SOURCE 2raphycal Observations" (Reference 2)
 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
]Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
A Cassegrain Reflector earlier at this site (No. 9428 RIGLA)
 
was replaced with a refractor (TAFO-AL-75)
 
STATIONNAME TTZHflOR (Izhgorod. U.S.S.R.') STATIONNUMBER 9432(9077) 
NETWORK International 
INSTRUMENT Refractor Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 3907419 (M) LATITUDE 480 38' 01"46 
Y i6n7.936 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 220 17' 54'.'88 
z 476"oQnA (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 205 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM EUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 480 38' 041.1559 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 220 17' 57'!878 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 189.99 METERS 
"Geometrical Adjustment with Simultaneous Laser and Photo-

SOURCE graphycal Observations" (Reference 2)
 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamica'lly determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -1535749 (M) LATITUDE 320 25' 24'.92 
Y -5166986 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2530 26' 48"56 
z 3401041 CM) :? SPHEROIDHEIGHT 1601 CM) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/F LATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 320 25' 24".56 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E 2530 261 51'.17 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1648. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1647.7 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of TTarcing Station T.ncr-nrq Mnrvber 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS 












STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 5056134 (M) LATITUDE -270 571 3666 
v 2716517 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 280 14' 52'.'35 
z -2775792 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1570 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1IFLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM assume EUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -250 57' 33.'85 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 280 3 0 t 31T54 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1 544 METERS 
SOURCE letter from Beatrice Miller, SAO to James MarshGSFC,2/10/71 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position determined from shift of station
 









STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 
- SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
1942788 (M)I LATITUDE -160 27' 57'721 
Y -5804088 (M) < LONGITUDE(E) 2880 30' 24.'53 
z -1796939 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 2488 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM assume Provisional South American 1956
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -160 27' 43779 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 288 0 30' 31'754 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 2322 METERS 
SOURCE Lette from Beatrice Miller, SAO to James Marsh, GSFC,2/10/71 
REMARKS Center of mass position determined from shift of stations 
9007 which was recovered by Marsh, Douglas and Klosko., 1971
 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -1936777 (M) LATITUDE 310 411 03'"1S 
v -5077706 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2490 07' 18V36 
z 3331923 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 2339 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 310 41' 02'.870 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2490 07' 21'!346 
ELEVATION (MSL) 2382.1 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 2374.1 METERS 
SOURCE Field's Facilities Branch, STADAN Operations Division, GSFC 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour rlap, 1967. 
PRELIMINARY
 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -3910440 (M) LATITUDE 36 ° 00' 19V92 
3376355 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1390 11' 31Y17 
z 3729215 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 879 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM assume Tokyo 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 360 001 0860 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1390 111 43'218 
ELEVATION iMSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 9r.7 METERS 
SOURCE letter from Beatrice Miller. SAG to James Marsh.GSFC,2/10/71.
 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position determined from shift of station
 










STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 5186480 (M) A LATITUDE -50 551 41'.'39 
Y -3653871 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 3240 50' 71.121
 
z -654363 (M) 7 SPHEROID HEIGHT 44M)
 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM assume Provisional South American 1956
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -05° 55' 27"247
 




SPHEROID HEIGHT 38 METERS 
SOURCE letter from Beatrice Miller, SAO to James Marsh, GSFC,2/10/71 
REMARKS Center of mass position determined from shift of station 9029 
which was recovered by Marsh, Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES - SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 4595227 (M) It LATITUDE 380 04' 42'31 
Y 20-39438 (m) y LONGITUDEE) 230 55' 56U80 
z 3912613 (M SPHEROID HEIGHT 490 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM assume EUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 380 04' 46V16 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 230 55' 59'99 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 467 METERS 





STATION NAME (Goldstone, California) STATION NUMBER JPL-11
 
NETWORK Deep Space Network
 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2351443 (M) LATITUDE 350 23' 2215 
Y -4645070 (M) -- LONGITUDE(E) 2430 09' 01'.46 
z 3673759 (M)I SPHEROID HEIGHT 983 (M} 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
7I1l/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAT) 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 23' 22.346 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2430 09' 059262 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1036.2 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1014.3 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directnry of Tracking Station Locations. November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
STATION NAME (Goldstone, Calif.) STATION NUMBER JPL-12 
NETWORK Deep Space Network 
INSTRUMENT 85-foot HA-Dec: Echo (25.91 meters) 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2350456 (M) LATITUDE 35 ° 17' 591.'67 
Y -46,196 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2430 ll' 39V62 
Z !;6562s (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 936 {M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 17' 59"!854 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2430 11 43V'414 
ELEVATION (MSL) 988.9 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 967. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME (Goldstone, California) STATIONNUMBER JPL- 13 
NETWORK Deep Space Network
 
INSTRUMENT 85-foot Az-El: Venus (25.91 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2351142 (M) LATITUDE 350 14' 51'61 
Y -4655468 (M) 2 LONGITUDE(E) 2430 12' 17"7R 
z 3660951 (M) -! SPHEROIb HEIGHT 1 040 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
- /FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 14' 51'788 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2430 1 2 t 21'.'573 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1093.5 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1072. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations. November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 





INSTRUMENT 210-foot Az-El: Mars (64.02 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2353635 (M) LATITUDE 350 25' 33Y14 
Y -4641333 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2430 06' 37.'04 
z 3677047 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 979 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
7=
 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 25' 33V340 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2430 06' 40"850 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1031.8 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1010. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
STATION NAME (Woomera, Australia) STATIONNUMBER JPL-41 
NETWORK Deep Space Network 
INSTRUMENT 85-foot-HA-Dec (25.91 meters) 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 
-3978703 (M) LATITUDE -310 22' 55'.'24 
Y 372460 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1360 S 14.24 
z -330l?212 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 148 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 6378155 METERS 
I /FLATTENING = 298.255 
-' .--- ' ,---- -
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM AGD (1966) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -310 22' 59"4305 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1360 53' I0'1244 
ELEVATION (MSL) 151.59 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 153, METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from I.Fischer, Australian Surveyor, December 
1967. 
STATION NAME (Tidbinbilla, Austr. Cap. Ter. TATIONNUMBER JPL-42 
NETWORK Deep Space Network
 
INSTRUMENT 85-foot HA-Dec (25.91 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -446097g (M) LATITUDE -350 24' 03.'23 
Y 26R2418 (M) ;1 LONGITUDE(E) 1480 58' 52'33 
Z -3674611 (M) - SPHEROID HEIGHT 673 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM AGD (1966)
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -350 24' 08"0381 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 148* 58' 48.'2057 
ELEVATION (MSL) 655. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 661 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Trackina Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from I. Fischer, Australian Surveyor, Dec.1967. 
STATION NAME (Johannesburg, Rep. S. AfriCa)STATION NUMBER JPL-51 
NETWORK Deep Space Network 
INSTRUMENT 85-foot HA-Dec (25.91 meters) 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 













z -2768720 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1410 CM) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
6378155 METERS 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Cape (ARC)
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -250 53' 21l.'15 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 270 41' 08'.53 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1391. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 




REMARKS No geoid height information available.
 
STATION NAME (Madrid, Spain) STATION NUMBER JPL-61 
NETWORK Deep Space Network
 
INSTRUMENT 85-foot HA-Dec (25.91 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 4847244 (M) LATITUDE 400 25' 43V57 
Y -360292 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 3550 45' 021'.92 
z 4114888 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 825 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM BUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 40 2 5 1 47V717 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 355Q 45r 08'278 
ELEVATION (MSL) , 788. 4 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 769.4 METERS 








STATION NAME (Madrid, Spain) STATION NUMBER JPL-62 
NETWORK Deep Space Network
 
INSTRUMENT 85-foot HA-Dec (25.91 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
4846701 (M) LATITUDE 400 27' 11'.12 
Y -370210 (M) 7 LONGITUDE(E) 3550 37' 5520 
z 4116912 (M) 2 SPHEROID HEIGHT 775 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM BUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 40 27' 15'.273 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 3550 38' 00'.'572 
ELEVATION (MSL) 738.3 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 719.3 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
CReference 14)
 




STATION NAME -(Merritt Is. ,Florida*ATION NUMBER JPL-71 
NETWORK Deep Space Network
 
INSTRUMENT 6-foot Az-El (1.82 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 919596 (M) LATITUDE 280 28' 45'.'96 
Y -5534683 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2790 26' 0096 
z 3023302 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -41 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
11FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 280 28' 45V038 
DATUM 

GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2790 26' 00'!772 
ELEVATION (MSL) 12. 847 METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT -23. 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 






STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1130730 (M) , LATITUDE 390 01' 12'35 
Y -4831379 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10' 20.'45 
z 3994058 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -6 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 390 01' 12"2217 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10' 19'.'952 
ELEVATION (MSL) 53.36 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 54.46 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967,
 
STATION NAME 1GSFCP (Greenbelt, Maryland) STATION NUMBER 7043 
NETWORK SPFOPT 
INSTRUMENT PTH-100 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1130717 (M) LATITUDE 390 01' 15V15 
Y -4831326 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10' 20':43 
z 3994125 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -6 (M) 
ij 	 EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 390 01' 151'014 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2830 10' 19'.934 
ELEVATION (MSL) 53.46 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 54.56 	 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
x 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
380182 (M) U LATITUDE 380 22' 1269 
Y -4992684 (M) I LONGITUDE(E) 2740 21' 16'37 
z 3937831 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 125 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 380 22' 12'.'500 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2 7 4 0 21' 16"1811 
ELEVATION (MSL) 184.6 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 186.100 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour m.ap, 1967.
 
STATION NAME IDENVR (Denver, Colorado) STATION NUMBER 7045 
NETWORK SPEOPT
 
INSTRUMENT Mots 40 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -1240473 (M) LATITUDE 390 38, 48.14 
Y -4760213 (M) - LONGITUDE(E) 2550 23' 38V47 
z 4048984 (M) A SPHEROID HEIGHT 1745 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAT) 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 390 38' 48'.'0259 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2550 23' 41V1941 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1789.63 	 METERS 
METERS1795.93SPHEROID HEIGHT 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
Rfnerence 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined 	by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid heijht from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
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STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1130678 (M) - LATITUDE 390 01? 14'.0S 
Y -4831365 (M) LONGITUDEE) 2830 10' 18'.44 
Z 3994105 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 3 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION.COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 390 011 13'.'676 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10'.16'V035 
ELEVATION (MSL) 54.812 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 56.05 	 METERS 




REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Kiosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 : SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 647186 (M)[ LATITUDE 350 :11 46 1 96 
Y -5178298 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2770 07' 26'208 
z 3656175 (N} <1 SPHEROID HEIGHT 820 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTEN ING =298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 350 11' 46'.595 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2770 07' 26'.231 
ELEVATION (MSL) 879. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 885.700 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, 	 November 1970 
CRference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. 
x 
STATION NAME WALLAS (Wallops Is., Va.) STATION NUMBER 7052 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICALCOORDINATES 
1261550 
_ (M) LATITUDE 370 51' 36.'03 
Y -4881571 (M) - LONGITUDE(E) 2840 29' 23.95 
3893163 (M) 4 SPHEROID HEIGHT -60 (M) 
EARTH, SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 511 35'.'432 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 284" 29' 23'.'336 
ELEVATION (MSL) 8.556 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 6.556 METERS 




REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamica'lly determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME MOBLAS (Greenbelt, Md.) STATION NUMBER 7053 
NETWORK NASA Laser 
INSTRUMENT Laser 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1130691 	 (M) LATITUDE 390 01' 1S'V46 
v -4831327 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10' 19V37 
3994133 (M -5.SPHEROID HEIGHT 8(M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 390 01' 15'.'323 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2830 10 8'.871 
ELEVATION (MSL) 54.446 	 METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 5 
SOURCE Position and Description of Survey Station, Field Facilities
 
Branch, STADAN Operations DivisionGSFC
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967
 
STATION NAME CRMTAS rCarnarvon Australi a) STATION NUMBER 7054 
NETWORK NASA Laser 
INSTRUMENT T,. 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2328156 (M) LATITUDE -240 54' 16'.39 
Y 5299647 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1130 42' 57"89 
z -2669494 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -5 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM AGD (1966) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE- -240 54' 19'908 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1130 42? 53V892 
A 
ELEVATION {MSL) 31.4 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 39.360 METERS 




REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
STATION NAME 	 HOMLAS (Mt. Hopkins, Arizona) STATION NUMBER 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -1936746 (M) V LATITUDE 310 41' 07'46 
y :5077624 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2490 07' 18U37 
z 3332025 (M)i SPHEROID HEIGHT 2318 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 310 41' 07'2,173 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2490 07' 21'.35g 
ELEVATION (MSL) 2363.8 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 2352.8 	 METERS 
SOURCE Field's Facilities Branch, STADAN Operations Division, GSFC. 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
x -1936756 (M) LATITUDE 310 41' 071'.36
 
y -5077621 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2490 071 17'.'98
 
z 3332022 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 23;18 (M)
 








GEODETIC LATITUDE 310 41' 07'."080 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2490 07' 20"960 
ELEVATION (MSL) 2363.677 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 2352.677 METERS 
SOURCE "The Survey Report of the Arizona Laser Collocation Experimen ," 
Field Facility Branch, GSFC. 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
x 
STATION NAME 	 MOBLA2 (Gieenbelt, Md.) STATION NUMBER 7057 






STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
1130684 (M) LATITUDE 390 01' 14'63
 
-4831345 1M)LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10' 18V90
 
z 3994113 (M) ' SPHEROID HEIGHT -5 (M)
 




STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAT 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 390 011 14.497 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10' 18'.'400 
ELEVATION (MSL) 54,. 797 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 55.797 METERS 
SOURCE "The 	 Survey Report of the Goddard Laser Collocation Experimen ,". 
Field Facilities Branch, GSFC
 
REMARKS
 Geoid height 	from AMS A-G ge'oid contour map, 1967..
 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1069756 (M) LATITUDE " 420 42' 04'.'85 
Y -4571155 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10' 17'40 
z 4303311 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 177 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1IFLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 420 42' 04t'835 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10' 16'769 
ELEVATION (MSL) 237. 139 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 238. 139 METERS 
SOURCE "Geodetic Survey Report of the Goddard Mobile Laser-Seneca, 
N.Y." Field Facility Branch, GSFC. 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME lJUM24 (Jupiter, Florida) STATION NUMBER 7071 
SPEOPT
NETWORK 
INSTRUMENT Mots 24 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 976273. (M) LATITUDE 270 01' 13'.76 
y -5601397 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2790 531 12.155 
z 2880229 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -38 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 192,7DATUM 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 270 0 1 1 12V769 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2.79 0 53' 12'.312 
ELEVATION (MSL) 14.04 METERS 
25. 44 METERSSPHEROIDIHEIGHT 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 




INSTRUMENT Mots 40 Camera
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM
 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
X 976276 AM) LATITUDE 270 01' 14V16
 
Y -5601390 [LONGITUDEE) 53' 12'.'73
(M) 2790 

z 2880240 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -37. (M)
 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 270 01' 13".'168 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2790 53' 12'.1485 
ELEVATION (MSL) 14.19 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 25.59 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reterence 14)
 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 






STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 976283 (im) $ LATITUDE 270 01' 14'.'10 
Y -5601390 (M) - LONGITUDE(E) 2790 531 12'96 
z 2880238 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -38 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 270 01' 13'.'107 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2790 531 12'.722 
ELEVATION (MSL) 13.56 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 24.96 METERS 





Geoid height from AMS A-C geoid contour map 1967.
 




INSTRUMENT BC-4 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 976283 (M) LATITUDE 270 01' 14'.32 
S -.5601 387 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2790 53' 13'00 
z 2880245 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -38 (M) 
' EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 270 01' 13%1333 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2790 53' 12"761 
ELEVATION (MSL) 14.249 METERS 
25. 700 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 25.700 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-C geoid contour map 1967.
 
STATION NAME 1SUDBR (Sudbury, Canada) STATION NUMBER 7075 
NETWORK SPEOPT
 
INSTRUMENT Mots 40 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 692620 (M) LATITUDE 460 27' 21"53 
Y -4347053 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2790 03' 10'.'41 
z 4600484 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 221 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
7-
-t-.77---
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 460 27' 20"9988 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2790 03' 10"354 
ELEVATION CMSL) 280.73 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 280.130 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations', November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1384166 (M) LATITUDE 180 041 34146 
V -5905656 (M) LONGITUDEE) 2830 11' 27.'13 
z 1966539 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 405 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378165 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 180 04! 31'.9803 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2830 11' 26'5276 
ELEVATION (MSL) 445.9 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 486.0 METERS 




REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from ANS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATIONNAME IGSFCN (Greenbelt, Md.) STATION NUMBER 7077 
NETWORK SPEOPT 
INSTRUMENT Mots 40 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1130062 (M) - LATITUDE 380 59' 57V.00 
V -4833037 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2830 09' 37'.'71 
z 3992252 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -6 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 6378155 METERS 
/IFLATTENING= 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 380 591 56"73 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2830 091 37Y31 
ELEVATION (MSL) 50.85 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 52.050 METERS 
DATUM 





REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 








STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1261 96 (M) LATITUDE 370 511 46'!96 
Y -4RR1S31 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2840 29' 27.163 
z 3893431 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -55 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING=298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAB) 1927
 
'GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 51 46',779 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 28,40 29' 26'.'940 
ELEVATION (MSL) 6.92 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 6. 0 METERS 
SOURCE The Cend01'-ir ,7iiry p nrt nf i-Ih Cnllnct~i-inn Experiment of 
the GEOS Observation Systems Intercomparison Investigation.
 
REMARKS Field Facilities Branch, GSFC, April 1968.
 




INSTRUMENT Mots 40 Camera
 
~~ i7- 7 "' -
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2328572 (M) LATITUDE -240 541 23'.'40 
Y 5299357 (M) < LONGITUDE(E) 1130 43' 15'59 
z -2669686 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -14 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM AGD (1966) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -2 4 0 54' 26"!914 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1130 431 l11"592 
ELEVATION (MSL) 23.6 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 30.970 METERS 
SOURCE letter from C. Nichol, Field Facilities Branch, GSFC. 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 





STATION NAME BRNSCH (Wesendorf, W. Germany) STATION NUMBER 	 8004 
NETWORK International
 
INSTRUMENT BC-4 camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
3818-696 (M) LATITUDE 520 34' 55"31 
Y 708089 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 100 30' 17'.'52 
z 5042503 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 92 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM FITh)
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 520 34' S7.65 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 100 30' 221.168 
ELEVATION (MSL) 75.2 	 METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 	 77 2, 
SOURCE NASA Dhrectorv of Tracking Station Locations. November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from Fischer A-G geoid contour map 
of the ERR, Lucerne, 1967. 






STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X io6nfvi. (M)I LATITUDE 59°51154.'63 
V 970111. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 17o35,23,.96 
z 5492990. (M)I SPHEROIDHEIGHT 27. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM FUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 590 511 55'.t68 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 170 351 29?20 
ELEVATION (MSL) 30. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 27.8 METERS 










STATION-NAME DELFTH (Delft, Netherlands) STATION NUMBER 8009 
NETWORK International
 
INSTRUMENT Bouwers - Maksutov Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 3923391 (M) LATITUDE 520 00' 6776 
Y 299885 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 40 22' 15':29 
z 5002982 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 46 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTEN ING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM EUR 
GEODETICLATITUDE S2 0 00' 09, 24 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 040 22' 21"23 
ELEVATION (MSL) 24.7 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 23. METERS 




REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 




STATION NAME ZIMWLD (Zimmerwald, Switzerlan ATON NUMBER 
NETWORK International
 
INSTRUMENT Schmidt H Camera
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 4331307 (M) LATITUDE 460 52' 37"18 
V 567522 (M) (LONGITUDEE)070 27' 53'.'35 
z 4633122 (M) i. SPHEROID HEIGHT 933 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 FUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 466 52' 40V'318 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 70 27' 58'.'239 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 898.992 	 METERS 
"Geometrical Adjustment with Simultaneous Laser and Photo-
SOURCE grnrhyrnl fhqrvntng" (Refe-rence 2) 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas, and Klosko, 1971.
 




STATION NAME MALVRN (Malvern, England) STATION NUMBER 8011 (9080) 
NETWORK International 
INSTRUMENT Schmidt A Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 3920151 (M) LATITUDE 520 08' 36','42 
G -134739 (M) LONGITUDE() 3580 01' 539931 
z 5012737 (M)HEIGHT SPHEROID 137 (M) 
EARTHKSEMI-MAJOR AXISon6378155 METERS 
- 1/FLATTENING = 298 255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 FUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE q20 OR'1 SQ1?fl 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3580 01' 59V:492 
ELEVATION (MSL) __________________ 	
______ METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 111.0 	 METERS 
"Geometrical Adjustment with Simultaneous Laser-and Photo-

SOURCE graphycal Observations" (Reference 2)
 
REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 




STATIONNAME _PMRPM1 (Pt. $ugu, Calif.) STATION NUMBER 4440 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2574749 (M) ' LATITUDE 340 07' 171.104 
Y -4616190 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2400 S0' 55 152 
z .3557586 " (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -48 (M) 
-; 	 EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 340 07' 171!1800 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2406 50' 59'3952 
ELEVATION (MSL) 12 5.9 	 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT -17.09 	 METERS
 
SOURCE AFWTR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, Jan. 1968 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967 
STATION NAME PMRPM? (Pt. Mii (7,]i f ) STATION NUMBER .4441 
NETWORK Pacific Missile Range-USN
 
INSTRUMENT FPS-16 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2S74866 (M) LATITUDE 340 07' 19'49 
V -46 6076 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2400 50' 49'35 
Z 3S7649 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -48 (M) 
-" EARTH SEMI-MAJ
1FLATTENING = 
OR AXIS = 
298.255 
6378155 METERS 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 340 07 19V6302 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2400 50' 53'.'2269 
ELEVATION (MSL) 12.58 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT -17.3 METERS 
SOURCE AFWTR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, Jan. 1968
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME PMRSN2 (San Nicolas, Calif.) STATION NUMBER 4442 
NETWORK Pacific Missile Range - USN 
INSTRUMENT FPS-16 Radar 
' :: -" ..... " - , ' ... ... - , ! .....-
- ",- """ 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2631038 (M) .,LATITUDE 330 14' 48V198 
V -4646516 (M) T: LONGITUDE(E) 2400 28' 47'.'21 
z 3477025 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 219 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 330 14' 49.0490 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2400 28' 51.'0599 
ELEVATION (MSL) 283.48 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 249. METERS 
SOURCE AT7WTP rtnA-r ('nnreinn1-g Mnn,nl TRn 1Q6R-
REMARKS
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME PMRSN3 (San Nicolas, Calif.) STATION NUMBER 4443 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2631069 (M) LATITUDE 330 14' -51'.'53 
V -46464S0 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2400 28' 44"87 
z 3477091 (MI SPHEROID HEIGHT 220 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 3;0 14' S1.'5970 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2400 28' 48"7259 
ELEVATION (MSL) 284.04 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 250.04 METERS 
SOURCE AFWTR" Geodetic Coordinates Manual, Jan. 1968 




STATION NAME PMRSN4 (San Nicolas. Calif.) STATION NUMBER 4444 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2631101 (M) LATITUDE 330 14' 5408 
Y -4646382 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2400 28' 424154 
z 347716 (M) SPHEROIDHEIGHT 219MM) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378185 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 330 14' 54.11450 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2400 28' 46.5919 
ELEVATION (MSL) 283.46 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 249.46 METERS 
SOURCE AFWTR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, Jan. 1968 
REMARKS Gecid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
Survey details are lacking. 
STATION NAME PMRPM3 (Pt. Mugu, Calif.) STATION NUMBER 4445 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -25749372 (M) LATITUDE 340 07t 20.'87 
Y -4616n)2 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2400 50' 45'87 
z ",S7684 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -47 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS -6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAT) 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 340 071 21'10143 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2400 501 49.'7402 
ELEVATION (MSL) 12.55 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT -17.05 METERS 
SOURCE AFWTR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, Jan. 1968
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS.A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME 	 PMRPM4 (Pt. Mugu, Calif.) STATION NUMBER. 4446 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2574999 (M) LATITUDE 340 07' 22V;26 
Y -4615947 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2400 501 42.t38 
z 3557719 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -47 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 340 07' 22.3995 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2400 50' 46.12526 
ELEVATION (MSL) 12.55 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT -17.05 METERS
 
SOURCE AFWTR Geodeti Coordinates Manual, Jan. 1968.
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME PMPgKI1 (Kauai. Hawaii) STATION NUMBER 4450 




STATIONPOSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
x -5550968 (M) LATITUDE 220 011 19.'32
 
Y -2044691 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2000 13'1t16V33
 
z 2376676 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -15 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING,= 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Assumed Old Hawaiian
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 220 01' 31V1787 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2000 13' 06'.'030 
ELEVATION (MSL) 12.1 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS
 
SOURCE AFWTR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, Jan. 1968
 
REMARKS 'Geoid height is not available. Survey details are lacking.
 
STATION NAME EDAFB3 (Edwards AFB, Calif.) STATION NUMBER 4540 
NETWORK USAF-Flight Test Center
 
INSTRUMENT FPS-16 Radar 
- STATION POS;TION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM
 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES ' SPHERICAL COORDINATES
1 I
 
x -2451183 (M) J LATITUDE 340 58' 10"40 
Y. -4623424 (M) 4! LONGITUDE(E) 2420 04' 08'731 
z 3635549 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 765 (M)J! EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS - 6378155 METERS 
Sll FLATTEING= 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 340 58' 10'2590 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) ,2420 04' 12'1.148 
ELEVATION (MSL) 820.5 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 796..5 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968 
REMARKS Geoid height from AlS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME NELHAR (Ely, Nevada) STATION NUMBER 4610 
NETWORK NASA Flight Research Center
 
INSTRUMENT Capri Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2096178 (M) LATITUDE 390 18' gO'274 
y -4477487 (M) LONGITUDE(EJ 2440 54' 46:46 
z 4020656 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 2788 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE -9 ' , 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2440 54' 5 0'198 
ELEVATION (MSL) 2825.208 METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 
SOURCE AFWTP f loe-de1c 'flnrdnate Minl , .Tan. 1968 
REMARKS
 Position is nominal. 
STATION NAME NELYNV (Ely Nevada) STATIONNUMBER . 4690 
NETWORK NASA-Flight Research Center
 
INSTRUMENT MPS-19 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2096154 " (M) LATITUDE 390 18' 30"99 
Y -4477483 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2440 541 471'32 
z 4020655 (M) tSPHEROID HEIGHT 2776 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 390 18' 31'.378 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2440 54' 51.'057 
ELEVATION (MSL) 2823.0 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 2813.8 METERS
 




REMARKS Geoid height from AS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME NWIW2A COp-track #2A Wallops,VaSTTIONNUMBER 4732 
NETWORK NASA-Wallops Station
 
INSTRUMENT BC-4 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
S166485 (M)__ LATITUDE 370 52' 01'.'99 
Y -4879789 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2840 32' 57'-'69 
z 3893797 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -54 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 52 1 V802 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 284, 32? 56'.'991 
ELEVATION MSL) 8.6 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 7.0 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 





INSTRUMENT BC-4 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1266484 -M) , LATITUDE - 370 52' 01 '99 
Y :4879790 -(M) LONGITUDE(E) 2840 32' 57'66 
z 3893797 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -54 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
A 1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 37Q 52' 1 1 809 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2840 32' 561961 
ELEVATION (MSL) 8,6 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 7.0 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-C geoid contour map.
 
STATION NAME NWIE3A (Op-track#3A Eastville, STATION NUMBER 4734 
Virginia)
 
NETWORK NASA-Wallops Station ,,
 
INSTRUMENT BC-4B Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1236472 (M) K LATITUDE 370 20' 49'!83 
-4923799 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2840 05? 48'114 
z 3848068 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT - -61 (M) 
. EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
t 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 20' 49?.'617 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2840 05? 47Y495 
ELEVATION (MSL) 2. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 0,4 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS No geoid height information available.
 
STATION NAME NWIE3B (Eastville, Va.) STATION NUMBER 4735 
NETWORK NASA-Wallops Station
 
INSTRUMENT BC-4 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1236472, (M) z LATITUDE 370 20' 49'283 
Y -4923799 (M) ' LONGITUDE(E) 2840 05' 48'114 
z 3848068 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -61 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 20' 49'617 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2840 05' 47'495 
2.
 
ELEVATION (MSL) 2. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 0.4 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations. November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Survey details are lacking; coordinates are unverified. 
STATION NAME NBER34 (Bermuda) STATION NUMBER 4740
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
2308891 (M) LATITUDE .320 20' 52'67 
Y -4874302 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2950 20' 46'!61 
z 3393081 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -37 (M) 
V 	 EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 3;2 20' 52"208 
GEODETId LONGITUDE(E) 2950 20? 44'.'694 
ELEVATION (MSL) 19. 857 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGIjT 	 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Sat1llites Observation Station Directory, July 1968. 
REMARKS Geoid height is not available. 
STATION NAME NTANAN (Tananarive, Mad.) STATION NUMBER 4741 
NETWORK NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
 
INSTRUMENT FPS- 16 (Capri) Radar
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4090867 (M) LATITUDE -190 00' 06'.'47 
Y 4435518 (MI LONGITUDE(E) 470 18 S3gt.7 
z -2063973 (Mi SPHEROID HEIGHT 1 ,fl. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Tananarive
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -190 00' 00"J991 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 470 18' 54V191 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1338.3 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS 
Geodetic height is not available.
 
STATION NAME WTRKAU (Kauai, Hawaii) STATION NUMBER 4742 
NETWORK USAF-Western Test Range
 
INSTRUMENT FPS-16 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -5543955 (MI LATITUDE S 220 07' 23'i95 
v -2054567 (M) LONGITUD:(E) . 2000 201 41119 
z 2387500 (M)l SPHEROID HEIGHT 1127 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Old Hawaiian
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 226 07' 35'828 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2000 19' 53 '962' 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1155. METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geodetic height is not available.
 
STATION NAME NBBROS (Bermuda) STATION NUMBER 4760 
NETWORK NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center 
INSTRUMENT FPQ-6 Radar 
7, 1 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER Or MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 2308900 (M) LATITUDE 320 20' 52'217 
Y -4874308 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2950 20' 46'.'83 
z 3393069 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -36 CM) 
L EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS
1/FLATTENING = 298.25 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 320 20' 51.705 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2950 20' 44'.'905 
ELEVATION (MSL) 21. 100 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 
SOURCE Computed fro Bermuda 19S7 to NAD shift.
 
REMARKS Geoid height is not available.
 
x 
STATIONNAME NCARNV (Carnarvon. Australia) STATIONNUMBER 4761 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULARCOORDINATES - , SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
° 
-2328414 (M) LATITUDE -24 53' 47724 
Y 5299964 - IM) LONGITUDE(E) 1130 4W' 01'.76 
z -2668688 m) ' SPHEROID HEIGHT 12 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS1/FLATTENING 
= 298.255 
-
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM AGD (1966) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE - 2 4 0 531 SO'.'755 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1130 42' 57V764 
ELEVATION {MSL) 49.0 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 57,0 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from I. Fischer, Australian Surveyor, December
 
1967. 
STATION NAME NWALI8 (Wallops Is. ,'Va.) STATION NUMBER 4840 
NETWORK NASA-Wallops Island 
INSTRUMENT FPS-16 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1263980 (M) LATITUDE 370 SO' 28"!58 
Y -4882267 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2840 30' 53:'07 
z 3891526 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -50 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 50 28.393 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2840 3 0t 52"378 
ELEVATION,(MSL) 12.393 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 10.393 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reterence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from ANS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
STATION NAME NWAL13 (Wallops Is. , Virginia) STATION NUMBER 4860 
.4 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1261596 (M) § LATITUDE 370 51' 361.69 
Y -4881555 (M) I: LONGITUDE(E) 2840 29' 25V92 
z 3893186 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -48 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
. 1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 51' 36"509 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2840 29' 25'236 
ELEVATION (MSL) 14.953 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 12.953 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME WOOR38 (Woomera, Australia) STATION NUMBER 4946 
NETWORK Australian National Weapons Research Establishment
 
INSTRUMENT FPS-16 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -3999028 (M) LATITUDE -300 49' 06"81 
Y 3750333 (IM) LONGITUDE(E) 136 50 ' l7'.123 
z -3248707 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 124 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM AGD (1966) 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -3 0 49' l110025 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 1360 50' 13'.'1203 
ELEVATION (MSL) 128.03 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 127.53 METERS 
SOURCE NASA DirectQr LTracking Station Locations. November 1970 
(Reference 14)
 




STATION NAME RAEAB4 (Aberporth, England) STATION NUMBER 4948 




STATION.POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 3911386 (M) ' LATITUDE 520.07? 40"74 
y -312529 (M) I LONGITUDE(E) 3550 25' 53.'90 
z 5011716 (M) ' SPHEROID HEIGHT 183 - (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM FUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 520 07' 43V7463 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3550 26' 00'.'3597 
ELEVATION (MSL) - METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 150.820 METERS 
SOURCE Private correspondence between Dr. D.E. Smith, GSFC and 
J.A. -eightnan, Survey Production'Utr., MiddlTesex, England.
 
REMARKS Station referred to as System.44.
 
x 
STATIONNAME -RAHABS (Aberporth, England) . STATION NUMBER 4949
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
3911380 (M) Q LATITUDE 520 071 40'8S 
Y -312566 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 3550 25' 51'.'93 
z 5011718 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 183 (M) 
I EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION ICOORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
FURDATUM 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 520 07' 43'V8653 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 3550 2 5 t 58"3909 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 150.820 METERS 
SOURCE P-vrint, rnTr-rpndpnderc hetween Dr. -D.F.. Smith. (SSFC and J.A. 
Weightman, Survey.Production Center, Middlesex, England 
REMARKS Station Referred to as System 45.
 
STATION NAME HOURTN (Hourtin, France) STATION NUMBER 4954 
NETWORK French SECT/CEL Network
 
INSTRUMENT Aquitaine JLA4 Radar
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES ' SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4506123 (M) LATITUDE 450 08' 03".87 
Y -91840 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 358 49' 561'.68 
z 44979407 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 42 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Aqqiimn F1R 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 450 08' 07'.475 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 358 0 50' 022100 
ELEVATION (MSL) METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 
SOURCE EUROPE 50 System
 
REMARKS Position is nominal.
 
STATION NAME * (Point Arguello, Calif.) STATION NUMBER 
NETWORK USAF-Western Test Range
 
-INSTRUMENT FPS-16 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2673209 
-- (M) LATITUDE 340 34? 57V72
 
Y -4527058 
_ (M) LONGITUDE(E), 2390 26' 17'.'97
 
z 3600237 (M 66 (M
 
z_302 7(M)SPHEROID HEIGHT 666 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =678155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 340 341 57"9496 
GEODETICLONGTUDE(E) 2390 26' 21'.'9699 
ELEVATION (MSL) 661.6 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 694.6 METERS 
SOURCE Goddard Directory of Tracking Station Locations, No. SSS M2-1 




STATION NAME * (San Salvador, BWI) STATION NUMBER 
NETWORK USAF-Eastern Test Range 
INSTRUMENT FPS-16 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X. 1556132 (M) I. LATITUDE 240 07' 07"01 
Y -5612841 (M) C LONGITUDE(E) 2850 29' 44'78 
z 2590267- (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -50 (M) 
- EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 240 07' 051.15105 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2850 29' 43'V9560, 
ELEVATION (MSL) 12.579 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 17.579 METERS 
SOURCE lnddprd Di-rectory of Tracking Statinn Locations. No.SSS M2-6 
REMARKS 'Geoidheight from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 








...O f '~ - .I 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
1088863 (M) LATITUDE 380 59t 37Yt83 
Y -4842926 (M) LONGITUDE{E) 282Q 40' 17]14 
z 3991840 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 68 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 380 59' 37'2697 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2820 40' 161'.705 
ELEVATION (MSL) 127.77 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 129.07 METERS 
SOURCE .NASA flirpnlrv of TrPrking S=tainn Tnritinn , m vrember 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour zap 1967.
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STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR.COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -244677S (M) LATITUDE 3Z 49' 13t'21 
Y -4774997 (M) LONGITUDE{E) 2420 52' 07.156 
z 3437282 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 77 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 320 491 13'158 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2420 52' 11',198 
ELEVATION (MSL) 133.7 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 109.7 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations. November 1970 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2127790 (MI LATITUDE 470 11' 05'.'14
 
y -3785903 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2400 39' 45V78
 
z 4655998 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 322 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 470 11' 5.'916, 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2400 39'50.1463 
ELEVATION (MSL) 368.924 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 358.020 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES- SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -449398 (M) LATITUDE 430 38' 57'.89 
y -4600875 (M) LONGITUDE(E), 2640 25' 16'.45 
(4380294M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 426 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 430 38' 57.'910 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2640 25' 18'170 
ELEVATION (MSL) 480.5 K METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 482.5 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968
 
REMARKS 'Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 f SIHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -84995 (M) LATITUDE 330 25' 32V83 
Y -5327931 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2690 05' 09'80 
z 3493468 (M) SPHEROID H-EIGH-T -17. (M) 
6 f 	 EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 330 25' 32"2342 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2690 0S' 10'.'784 
ELEVATION (MSL) 38. 7 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 43.6 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Coordinates are not verified; survey details are lacking. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. 
STATION NAME MAUIHA (Maui, Hawaii) STATION NUMBER 5411 
NETWORK SECOR 
SECORINSTRUMENT 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -5468000 (M) U LATITUDE 200 49' 251.116 
Y -Z181427 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2030 32? 02'"83 
z 2253173 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 28 (M) 
EARTH SEMI -MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
* 1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Old Hawaiian 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 200 49' 37:'004 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2030 31' 52V770 
ELEVATION (MSL) 32.33 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS
 
SOURCE NAQA Thjrerto;, nf Trpicli gt-t-nn Tnrrntinnc Noveber 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS No geodetic height available. 
STATIONNAME WALSEC (Wallops Island, Va.) STATION NUMBER 5508 
NETWORK SECOR (Wallops Island Collocation Experiment)
 
INSTRUMENT SECOR 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
1
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1261531- (M) K LATITUDE 370 51' 33'.'65 
y -4881630 - (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2840 29' 22"60 
z 3893110 (M) 'l SPHEROID HEIGHT -49 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 51' 33462 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2840 2 9 t 21'.914 
ELEVATION (MSL) 13.395 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 11.395 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 







STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM. 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 794697 (M) LATITUDE 310 55' 19V'03 
V -5360038 (M) LO$JGITUDE(E) 2780 26' 00E32 
z 3353083 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -29 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927
DATUM 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 310 5 5 18"405 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2780 26' 0M'1260 
ELEVATION (MSL) 27.82 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 34. 120 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory .of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970­
(Reterence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 832494 (M) LATITUDE 320 00' 04'"66 
Y -S349572 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2780 SO' 43 '27 
z 3360539 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -43 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAT) 1Q927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 320 00' 04704 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 270 S 43"1 7 
ELEVATION (MSL) 15. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 20.2 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of TTackj]he Station Locations- November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Coordinates are not verified; survey details are lacking. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map,1967.
 








STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES < SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
X 963473 (M) 250 29' 221?46
.;,LATITUDE 
Y -5679722 (M) K LONGITUDECE) 2790 37t 39'57 
z 2728117 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -44 CM) 
. | 	 EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAT) 1927
 
GEODETICLATITUDE 2?S 29' 21"17S 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2790 37? 391354 
ELEVATION (MSL) 6.44 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 22 .2 METERS 
SOURCE N.SA f)irrny nf Trqafcing Statinn T,nratinS NoveTlber 1970 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A'G geoid dontour map 1967.
 
U. S. COAST & GEODETIC SURVEY
 
STATION NAME BELTVL (Beltsville, Md.) STATION NUMBER 6002 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1130773 IM) LATITUDE 390 011 39'.'14 
Y -4830827 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10' 27144 
z 3994694 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -15 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETICLATITUDE 390 01' 39.003 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10 26'.'942 
ELEVATION (MSL) 44.3 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 45.4 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
STATION NAME 	 ASTRMD (Beltsville, Md.) STATION NUMBER 6100 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1130791 (M) LATITUDE 390 011 391191 
y -4830808 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2830 10' 28E33 
z 3994713 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -1s (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 390 01' 39".772 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 283'0 10' 27V834 
ELEVATION (MSL) 45. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 46. METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968 
REMARKS Coordinates are not verified; survey details are lacking. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
STATION NAME LYNNLK (Lynn Lake,lanitoba, STATION NUMBER 6107 
Canada) 
NETWORK U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey
 
INSTRUMENT BC-4 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -670913 (MI! LATITUDE 560 511 39'.12 
Y -3430147 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2580 55' 59"01 
z 5317706 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 293 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 560 511 38'.91 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2580 56' 02'.'13 
ELEVATION (MSL) 351.9 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 346.7 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968.
 
REMARKS Geoid height from ANS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME TIMINS (Timmins, Ontario, Canatr TION NUMBER 6113 
NETWORK U.S. Coast & Geode-tic Survey 
INSTRUMENT BC-4 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM
 













Z 47SR916 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 231 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 480 33 56'"170 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2780 371 44'.540 





SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968
 




STATION NAME lUNDAK (E.Grand Forks, Minn.) STATION NUMBER 7034 
NETWORK SPEOPT
 
INSTRUMENT Mots 40 Camera
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
x -52170-2 (M) LATITUDE 480 01' 21t'53 
Y -4242034 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2620 59' 19.51 
z _ 4718725 (M) . SPHEROID HEIGH4T 203. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 48 011 21'403
 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2620 59' 21'.'S61
 
ELEVATION (MSL) 252.58 	 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 255.580 	 METERS 




REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 





t STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES , SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
x -828490. (M) LATITUDE 260 22' 46'52
 
y -5657444. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2610 40' 07".25
 
z 2816811. 	 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 8 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 260 22' 45u443 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2610 40' 09".033 
ELEVATION (MSL) 59.59 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 66.190 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh, 
D"uglas and Klosko, 1971. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. 
STATION NAME ICOLBA (Columbia, Mo.) STATION NUMBER 7037 
NETWORK SPEOPT 
INSTRUMENT Mots 40 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -191285 (M) LATITUDE 380 53' 36'.24 
Y -4967264 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2670 471 40.287 
z 3983258 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 213 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETICLATITUDE 380 53? 36".068 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2670 47' 42"1120 
ELEVATION (MSL) 272.68 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 273.380 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of TrackinE Station Locations. November 1970 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 
STATION NAME 1PURIO(San Juan, Puerto Rico) STATION NUMBER 7040 
NETWORK SPEOPT
 
INSTRUMENT Mots 40 Camera 
. .. . ii > ..... 	 ........
.	 -

STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 2465059 (M) LATITUDE 180 15' 28.'58 
Y -5534914 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2940 00' 23753 
z 1985 16 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -18. (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1i/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 180 15' 26!216 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2940 0' 22'174 
ELEVATION (MSL) 4Q 70 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 58.700 	 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(eference 14) 
REMARKS 	 Center:of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1971.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 
STATIONNAME 1iRrrPMT (RPnllida) 	 STATION NUMBER 7039 
SPEOPT
NETWORK 
INSTRUMENT Mots 40 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 2308226_ _ _ _ (M) LATITUDE 320 211 49193 
Y -4873582 (M) .,,'LONGITUDE(E) 2950 20' 35V41 
z 3394577 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -27 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 320 21' 48Y794 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2950 20' 32V460 
ELEVATION (MSL) 22.58 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 




REMARKS 	 Center of mass position dynamically determined by Marsh,
 
Douglas and Klosko, 1-971.
 
Geoid height is not available.
 
STATION NAME EGLA23 (Eglin AFB, Florida) STATIONNUMBER 4341 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES f SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X, 307441 (M) l LATITUDE 300 25' 17'.84 
Y -5496139 (M)I4 LONGITUDE(E) 2730 12' 05'.94 
3210760 (M , SPHEROID HEIGHT -27 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING =298,255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 300 251 17"1064 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2730 12' 06V'442 
ELEVATION (MSL) 27.8 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 36.4 METERS 
SOURCE Goddard Directory of Tracking Station Locations;No. SSS M2-21 
REMARKS Gboid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
STATIONNAME PMRSN5 (San Nicolas, Calif.) STATION NUMBER 4400 
NETWORK Pacific Missile Range-USN 
INSTRUMENT FPQ-J.0 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2631001 (M) LATITUDE 330 14' 45.'79 
Y -4646601 (M) K LONGITUDE(E) 2400 28' 50''05 
z 3476944 (M) SPHEROID NEIGHT 221 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NA. 927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 330 14' 45.'8539 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2400 28' 53"8987 
ELEVATION (MSL) 285.0 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 251.0 METERS 
SOURCE rCendetir Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968 
REMARKS 
Survey details are lacking. Geoid height from AMS A-G
 
geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATIONNAME PMRSN6 (San Nicolas, Calif.) STATION NUMBER 4401 
NETWORK Pacific Missile Range-USN
 
INSTRUMENT FPQ-10 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGU LAR COORDINATES 
- SPHER ICAL COORDINATES 
x -2631007 (M) LATITUDE 330 14' 46'43 
Y -4646585 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2400 28' 49V54 
z 3476961 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 221 (M} 
XIF EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAT) 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 330 14'46':5007 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2400 28' 531',3953 
ELEVATION (MSL) 285.29 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 251.29 METERS 
SOURCE APWTP Geodetic Coordinates MAnual. Jan 1968. 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME PMRMR1 (Makaha Ridge, Haw.) STATION NUMBER 4402 
NETWORK Pacific Missile Range-USN
 
INSTRUMENT FPQ-10 
.. ... '"""'' , " .. f . -' :."~ 7 - '--y.. -. : --. ''.. .. 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES j SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -5545176 (M) LATITUDE 220 08' 02'.'90 
y -2048151 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2000 16' 19'247 
2388353 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 447 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
/FLATTENING-- 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Old Hawaiian 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 220 08' 14727754 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2000 16' 09.!2363 
ELEVATION (MSL) 475.30 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 
SOURCE AFWTR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, Jan. 1968. 
REMARKS Geoid height is not available. 
STATION NAME PMRMR2 (Makaha Ridge, Haw.) STATION NUMBER 4403 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -5545161 (M) LATITUDE 220 08' 03V73 
y -2048150 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2000 16' 19760 
z 2388375 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 443 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I /FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Old Hawaiian
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 220 08' 156084 
GEODETICLONGTUDE(E) 2000 16' 097'3695 
ELEVATION (MSL) 470. 87 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT METERS 
SOURCE AFWTR Geodetic. Coordinates Manual, Jan. 1968.
 
REMARKS Geoid.height is not available.'
 
STATIONNAME GDS8 (Goldstone, California) STATIONNUMBER USB-12
 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-band 8$-foot Antenna (25.91 meters) 
z4 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES - SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2354776 (M)i LATITUDE 350 20' 29'.'44 
Y -4646778 (M) - LONGITUDE(E) 2430 071 34'.'23 
z 3669381 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 920 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
-.:i; I/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM- NAD 1927 
350 20. 291.630GEODETIC LATITUDE 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2430 071 38.043 
ELEVATION (MSL) 973 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 951 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour maps of NAD, 1967. 
STATI6N NAME CYM3 (Guavmas, Mexico) STATION NUMBER USB-13 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network 
meters)INSTRUMENT Unified S-band 30-foot Antenna (9.15 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -1994721 (M) LATITUDE 270 57' 46':72 
Y -R272,2 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2490 16' 4341 
Z 2972877 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -28 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC'DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 270 57' 45;'.9581 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2490 16' 461.'2771 
ELEVATION (MSL) 23.92 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 15. METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height extrapolated from TOPOCOM geoid charts 1967.
 
STATIONNAME TEX3 (Corpus Christi, Texas) STATION NUMBER USB-14 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-band 30-foot Antenna (9.15 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -726087 (M) LATITUDE 270 39' 12'76 
V -5606802 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2620 371 161'31 
Z 294?541 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -41 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 270 39' 11'.7826 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2620 37' 17'.9213 
ELEVATION (MSL) 12.34 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 17.34 METERS' 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reterence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour maps of NAD 1967. 
STATION NAME GTC3 (Greenbelt, Md.) STATION NUMBER USB-1i5
 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-band 30-foot Antenna (9.15 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1129783 (M) 't LATITUDE 380 59? 54V143 
Y -4833154 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2830 09' 25"34 
z 3992191 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -6 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927
DATUM 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 380 59' 54%'30 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2830 091 24"85 
ELEVATION (MSL) 53.7 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 54.7 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Rfrence 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour maps of NAD, 1967. 
STATION NAME (Kokee, Kauai, Hawaii) HAW3 STATION NUMBER USB-11 
NETWORK Manned Space Flight Network
 
INSTRUMENT Unified S-band 30-foot Antenna (9.15 meters)
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGU LAR COORDINATES o SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -5543827 (M) LATITUDE 220 07' 34105 
Y -2054563 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2000 20'051'.61 
(287786 SPHEROID HEIGHT (M)M) 1123 
- EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
I /FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Old Hawaiian
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 220 07' 45V928
 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2000 19' 55"2379
 









REMARKS NO geoid height available.
 










STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 2881850 (M) LATITUDE 170 08' 55"15 
y -5372155 (M) 4 f LONGITUDE{E) 2980 12' 39V53 
z 1868547 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -59 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING= 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927 
GEODETICLATITUDE 170 08' 52't685 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2980 12' 37'2522 
DATUM 

ELEVATION (MSL) 1.9 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 8. METERS 




REMARKS 	 Survey details not available; coordinates are unverified.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 







STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -93244 (M) LATITUDE 330 28' 49t146 
I 
Y -3244,4 (M) ] LONGITUDE(E) 2680 59' 48"'18 
Z 3498523 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -16 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENI NG = 298.256 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 330 28 48'297 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2680 59' 49"17 
ELEVATION (MSL) 40.3 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 45. METERS 




REMARKS Survey details are not available; coordinates are unverified
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 
STATIONNAME GRVILL (Stoneville, Miss.) STATIONNUMBER 3334 
NETWORK U.S. Air Force 	 -

INSTRUMENT PC-1000 Camera 
A.::.,
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATESj 
x -84980- (M) -' LATITUDE 330 25' 32'.'44
 
y -5327938 (M) -, LONGITUDE(E) 2690 05' 10l37
 
z 3493458 (m) 	 SPHEROID HEIGHT -17 (M) 
- EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
II1FLATTENING =298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 330 25' 31'.95 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2690 05' l'35 
ELEVATION (MSL) 39. 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 44. 	 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Survey details not available; coordinates are unverified. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G'geoid contour map 1967. 
STATION NAME USAFAC (Colorado Springs, Col.) STATIONNUMBER 3400 
NETWORK U.S.Air Force 
INSTRUMENT PC-1000 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -1275197 (M) LATITUDE 390 00' 22'.'50 
Y -4798001 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2550 06' 58.'31 
z 3994215 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 2141 (M 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 390 00' 22'44 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2550 07' 01'201 
ELEVATION (MSL) 2184.1 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 2191.0 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory. of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Survey details are not available; coordinates are un­
verified. Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. 
STATIONNAME BEDFRD (Bedford, Mass.) STATION NUMBER 3401 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES - SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
X 1513160 (M) [: LATITUDE 420 27' 17'.50
 
Y -4463569 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2880-43? 36'.'37
'i 
z 4283049 	 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 30 (M) 
T 	 EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
v'* 777777 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETICLATITUDE 420 27' 17V53 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2880 43' 35V033 
ELEVATION (MSL) 83.0 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 89. METERS 




REMARKS Survey details not available; coordinates are unverified.
 
Moved to this position on 1/2/67; before the seconds of
 




STATIONNAME SEMMES (Semmes, Alabama) STATION NUMBER 3402 
NETWORK U.S. Air Force
 
INSTRUMENT PC-1000 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES - SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 167269 (M) LATITUDE 30 46' 5O'.08 
V -5481959 (M) LONGITUDEE) 2710 441 S1'771 
z 3245035 (M) B SPHEROID HEIGHT 17 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 30 0 46' 49"35 
GEODETIC LONGITUDEE) 2710 44' 52"37 
ELEVATION (MSL) 73. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 80. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS Survey details not available; coordinates are unverified.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967.
 
STATIONNAME SWAMIS (Swan Island) STATION NUMBER 3404 
NETWORK U.S. Air Force 
INSTRUMENT PC-1000 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 642521 (M) LATITUDE 170 24 19'.'09 
Y -6053946 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2760 03 29'.'76 
z 1895690 (M) t SPHEROID HEIGHT 7 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 (assumed)
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 170 24? 16'.57 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2760 03' 29.87 
ELEVATION (MSL) 40. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 83. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations. November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Survey details are not available; coordinates are un­
verified. Geoid height from AMS A-G contour map, 1967. 
--------------------------------------------------
STATIONNAME GRDTRK (Grand Turk, Bahama Is.) STATION NUMBER 3405 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1919504 (M) LATITUDE 210 25? 48'67 
y -5621085 (M) , LONGITUDE(E) 2880 51' 14V94 
z 2315781 (M) t SPHEROID HEIGHT -61 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 210 25' 46.'796 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2880 51' 13".786 
ELEVATION (MSL) 2. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 8. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Survey details are not available; coordinates are unverified. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map 1967. 
Netherlands
 
STATIONNAME CURACO (Curacao, Antilles) STATION NUMBER 3406
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 2251834 (M) LATITUDE 120 05' 25'.'84 
Y -5816896 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2910 09' 441'.62 
z 1327190 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -41 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 120 05' 221'.36 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2910 09' 42U66 
ELEVATION (MSL) 40.8 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 	 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968
 
REMARKS 	 Survey details are not available; coordinates are unverified 
No geoid height available. 
STATION NAME TRNE)AD (Trinidad and Tobago) STATION NUMBER 3407 
NETWORK U.S. Air Force 
INSTRUMENT PC-1000 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 2979907 (M) LATITUDE 100 44? 35'174 
Y -5513582 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2980 23' 23'.'07 
z 1181166 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 245 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 






GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2980 23' 21'.'01 
ELEVATION (MSL) 300.9 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 321. 0 METERS 
SOURCE Geode-tic Satellites Observation StationDirectory. July 1968. 
REMARKS 	Survey details are not available; coordinates are unverified.
 
Geoid height from AAS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME GRANFK (Grand Forks, N.D.) STATION NUMBER 3451 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -549889 (M) LATITUDE 470 56' 38V72 
Y -4245044 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2620 371, 09'.'11 
z 4712908 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 243 (MI 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1IFLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 470 56' 38V63 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2620 37' 11'.'21 
ELEVATION 	 (MSL) 293.0 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 296.0 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968 
REMARKS 	 Survey details are not available; coordinates are .unverified. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -647905 (M) LATITUDE 360 07' 25'.193 
Y -5117276 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2620 47' 02"75 
z 3739464 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 256 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 360 071 25'.69 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2620 47' 04'.'48 
ELEVATION (MSL) 311.4 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 312.0 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968. 
REMARKS Survey details are not available; coordinates are unverified.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME ROTHGR (Roth Westen, W. Germany)STATIONNUMBER 3453 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES " SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 3931531 (M) LATITUDE 510 24' 5749 
Y 657929 (M) [] LONGITUDE() 090 30' 00''86 
z 4962839 (M) [Ail SPHEROID HEIGHT 369 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1FLATTENING 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM FUR
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 510 25' OOE00 
° GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 09 30' 6.'00 
ELEVATION (MSL) 350. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 351. METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968. 
REMARKS Coordinates are approximates and unverified; survey details 
are lacking. Geoid height from Fischer A-G geoid contour map
 
of FUR., Lucerne 1967.
 
STATION NAME ATHNGR (Athens. Greece) STATION NUMBER 
NETWORK U.S. Air Force 
INSTRUMENT PC-1000 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 461-3456 (M) LATITUDE 370 53' 26'.'17 
Y 202gPOR4 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 230 44' 261'.85 
z 3895915 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 59 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM EUR 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 531 30 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 23 44f 30110 
ELEVATION (MSL) 35. METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 3S. METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968. 
REMARKS Coordinates are unverified; survey details are lacking.
 




STATIONNAME TORRSP (Torrejon, Spain) STATIONNUMBER 3464
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES - SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 4849576 (M) ' LATITUDE 4'00 29' 14V42 
Y -290101 (M) 2: LONGITUDE(E) 3560 34' 35VT94 
z 4119715 (M) 2 SPHEROID HEIGHT 635 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM EUR
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 400 29' 18'53 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 3560 34' 41"24 
ELEVATION (MSL) 600. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 581. METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968.
 
REMARKS Survey details are not available; coordinates are unverified.
 




STATION NAME CHOFUJ (Tokyo, Japan) STATION NUMBER 3465 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM
 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES . SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -3946610 (M) LATITUDE 350 40? 08'.'46 
Y 3366770 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 1390 31'59V254 
z 3698469 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 68 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM Tokyo 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 3"50 39T 56"93 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 1390 32' l1''58 
48. 
ELEVATION (MSL) 48. METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 48. METERS
 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968.
 
REMARKS Survey details are not available; coordinates are unverified
 
Geoid height from AMiS geodetic memo. No. 1624, April 1968.
 
STATION NAME KINDLY (Kindley AFB, Bermuda) STATION NUMBER 3471 
NETWORK U.S. Air Force 
INSTRUMENT PC-1000 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 2305530 (M) LATITUDE 320 22' 58.'93 
Y -4873611 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2950 19 01'72 
z 3396379 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -13 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 320 22' 58'.'4691 
DATUM 

GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2950 18' 59.'7985 
ELEVATION (MSL) 43.33 	 METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 




REMARKS No geodetic height information available. Survey details
 
are unavailable; coordinates are unverified.
 
STATIONNAME EDIWADS (Edwards AFB, Calif.) STATIONNUMBER 3472 
NETWORK U.S. Air Force
 
INSTRUMENT PC-1000 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2450015 (M) LATITUDE 340 57' 50'!50 
V -4624429 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2420 05' 07'!56 
z 3635038 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 753 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENI NG = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE $ 7 t340 507'68 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 242 051 ll".39 
ELEVATION (MSL) 807.7 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 783.8 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968. 
REMARKS Survey details are not available; coordinates are unverified. 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
STATION NAME HUNTER (Hunter AFB, Georgia) STATION NUMBER 3648 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 832572 (M) LATITUDE 320 00' 06"250 
Y -5349528 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2780 50' 46'.!47 
z 3360587 (M) SPHEROIDHEIGHT 46 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETICLATITUDE 320 00' 05'87 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2780 50' 46.36 
ELEVATION (MSL) 12. 7 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 17.7 METERS 




REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATIONNAME JUPRAF (Jupiter, Florida) STATION NUMBER 3649 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 976306. (M) LATITUDE 270 01' 1S'79 
Y -5601%3, (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2790 S31 13.'96 
Z (Sf2SM SPHEROID HEIGHT (M)[M) -37 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING =29S.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 270 01' 14V80 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2790 53' 13 '72 
ELEVATION (MSL) 15. METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 26.4 METERS 





Survey details are not available; coordinates are unverified.
 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATIONNAME AREDfN (Aherdleen Mnryland) STATION NUMBER "; r7
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1186807 (M) LATITUDE 396 28' 1908 
Y -4785178 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2830 55' 45'V41 
z 4032878 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -55 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 19Z7 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 390 28' 18Y971 
GEODETIC LONGITUDEE) 2830 55' 44'V780 
ELEVATION (MSL) 5.5 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 6. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
STATIONNAME 	 HOMEST (Homestead, Florida) STATIONNUMBER 3861 





STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 961772. (M) LATITUDE 250 30' 25'97 
Y -5679151. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2790 36' 42.'90 
z 2729878. SPHEROID HEIGHT -50 (M)1M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTEN ING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NA.I 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 250 3 0 t 241'.690 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 279U 36' 42V690 
ELEVATION {MSL) 0.2 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 16. METERS 
SOURCE NASA T)iPrrtnrv-n f 'lr~nk-nir SF~tion Locations. November 1970 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Survey details 
are not available; coordinates are un­
verified. Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid-contour map 1967.
 
STATION NAME CHYWVYM (Cheyenne, Wyoming) STATION NUMBER 3902 
NETWORK U.S. Air Force 
INSTRUMENT PC-1000 Camera 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -1234692. (M) LATITUDE 410 07' 59'12 
Y -4651192. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2550 07' 59'.'89 
z 4174789. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1840 (M) 
W 	 EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS, 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 410 7' 59'!200 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2550 8 2,6 50 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1882.2 	 METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 1890.2 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July.1968.
 
Survey details are not available; coordinates are unverified.
REMARKS 

Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
C - BAND RADAR
 
STATION NAME ETRGB6 (Grand Bahama Island) STATION NUMBER 4040 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 1152441 (M) LATITUDE 260 36' 56'.'10 
Y -5588485 (M) ( LONGITUDE(E) 2810 39' 07'V30 
z 2840189 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -42 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378165 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 260 361 54.'9S38 
GEODETIC LONGITUDEE) 281' 391 06'.'8780 
ELEVATION {MSL) 14.91 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 23.06 METERS 
SOURCE AFETR Geodetic Coordinates Manual; Jan. 69 Quarterly Supplement
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATIONNAME ETRCAK (Cape Kennedy, Florida) STATION NUMBER 4041 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 918584. (M) LATITUDE 280 28' 53'272 
y -5534737. (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2790 -25 '23'96 
z 3023513. (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -40 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 





GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2790 25' 23"7692 
ELEVATION (MSL) 13.6 46 METERS 
METERSSPHEROID HEIGHT 23.646 

SOURCE AFETR Geodetic Coordinates Manual; June 1968.
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 




NETWORK USAF-Sastern Test Range
 
INSTRUMENT MPS- 25 Radar
 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 5051634 (M) LATITUDE -25 6' 38'12 
Y 2726611 (M) LONGITUDEE) 280 21' 28"39 
z -2774188 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1609 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 Cape (ARC)
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE -25? 56' 35"336 
° GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 28 21' 29'948 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1584.0 	 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 	 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory
 
REMARKS 	 Geoid height is not available. Original survey coordinates 
verified by personal correspondence with ETR personnel. 
STATIONNAME BTRPAT (Patrick AFB, Florida) STATION NUMBER 4060
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 918578 (M) -J'LATITUDE 280 13' 34-93 
Y -5548355 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2790 24' 01%'96 
z 2998622 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -39 (M)4) 

I° EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS1il 1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 280 13' 33'9867 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2790 24' 01%"7723 
ELEVATION (MSL) 14.91 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 25.21 METERS 
SOURCE AFETR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, June 1968. 
REMARKS Geoid height from'AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
West Indies
 
STATION NAME ETRANT (Antigua) Assoc. State4 STATIONNUMBER 4061
 




STATION POSITION REFERIIED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 2881593 (M)i LATITUDE 170 08' 37.'50 
y -5372534 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2,980 12' 25r181 
z .1868045 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -4 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS -6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 170 08T 3510270 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2980 12' 23.'8005 
ELEVATION (MSL) 42.296 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 63.63 METERS 
SOURCE AFETR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, June 1968.
 
REMARKS G~oid height from AFETR Geodetic Coordinates Manual
 
STATION NAME ETRGRT (Grand Turk, Bahama Is.) STATION NUMBER 4081 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x 1920432 (M) - LATITUDE 210 27' 451'.36 
* -5619415 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2880 52' 04 '21 
2319134 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -27 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NA) 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 210 27' 43'.'487 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2880 521 03,.M051 
ELEVATION (MSL) 36.004 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 42. METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970 
(Reference 14)
 
REMARKS' Geoid height from'TOPOCOM geoid charts, 1967.
 
STATION NAME ETRMRT (Merritt Is., Floridai STATION NUMBER 408?
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 910580 (M) LATITUDE .280 25' 28'.'86 
Y -5539102 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2790 20' 07V55 
z 3017967 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -43 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 280 25' 27'.'9276 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2790 20' 07".3758 
ELEVATION (MSL) 11.250 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 21.250 METERS 
SOURCE AFETR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, June 1968 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. 
STATIONNAME ,TPCPR (CGrnnd "lshmn Tlnnrt) STATION NUMBER 4 QR 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 116047 (m) LATITUDE 260 38' lO'.16 
Y -(sRs86s (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2810 43' 55t176 
z 2R42225 {M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -46 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
260 38" 09'20155GEODETIC LATITUDE 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2810 43' 55'.'3218 
ELEVATION (MSL) 11.905 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 19.405 METERS 
SOURCE AFETR Geodetic Coordinates Nanual, June 1968.
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME WSHI122 (Holloman, New Mexico) STATIONNUMBER 4142 
NETWORK U;S. Army-White Sands Missile Range 
INSTRUMENT FPS-16 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -1486736 (M) LATITUDE 320 54' 08'G33 
Y -5151143 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2530 54' 0241 
z 3445538 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1217 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 320 54' 08'.'003 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2530 541 04"985 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1264.5 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1264.9 METERS 
SOURCE NASA Directory of Tracking Station Locations, November 1970
 
(Reference 14) 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. Original 
surveys were verified by letter from WSMR t6 Wallops Island. 
STATION NAME WSC1l3 (White Sands. N.M.) STATION NUMBER 4143 






STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER'OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -1520219 (M) :' LATITUDE 320 21' 28299 
* -5175269 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2530 37' 48'.'07 
z 3394681 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1185 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS =6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 320 21' 281!623 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2530 37' 50659 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1234.0 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1232.8 METERS 




REMARKS 	 Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map,1967. Original 
survey coordinates verified by letter from WSMR to Wallops 
Island. 
STATION NAME WSH123 (Holloman, New Mexico) STATIONNUMBER 4144 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES
 
X -1486750 (M) LATITUDE 320 54t 05'36
 
Y -5151191 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2530 54' 02'.'39
 
z 3445462 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1217 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTEN ING = 298.255 




GEODETIC LATITUDE 320 54' 05':.027 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2530 54' 04'.'972 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1264.7 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1265.1 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory. July 1968. 
REMARKS Survey details are lacking. Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid 
contour map, 1967. Original Survey Coordinates verified
 
by letter from WSMR to Wallops Island.
 
STATION NAME WSS127 (Stallion, New Mexico) STATION NUMBER 4145 
NETWORK U.S. Army-White Sands Missile Range
 
INSTRUMENT PS-16 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -1521120 (M) LATITUDE 330 48' 50'.'07 
Y -5083312 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2530 20' 26"95 
z 3530151 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1484 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 330 48' 491.'828 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2530 20' 29"612 
ELEVATION 	(MSL) 1531.6 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1531.1 	 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory, July 1968
 
REMARKS 	 Survey details are lacking. Geoid height from AMS A-G 
geoid contour map, 1967. Original Survey Coordinates 
verified b ' letter for WSMR to Wallops Island. 
STATION NAME WSP124 (Phillips, New Mexico) STATIONNUMBER 4146 -




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 	 r SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -1480625 (M) LATITUDE 330 26' 42.69 
Y -- 5118922 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2530 52' 03.183 
z 3496142 (M) 1 SPHEROID HEIGHT 1577 (M) 
S', 	 EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM 	 NAD 1927'
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 330 26' 42'.4099 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2530 52' 06".4338 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1623.6 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1624.6 METERS
 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station Directory July 1968
 
REMARKS 
 Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967. Survey

details are lacking. Original survey coordinates verified
 




STATION NAME WST12S rTularosa. New Mexico) STATION NUMBER 4151 
NETWORK U.S. Army-White Sands Missile Range 
FPS-16 RadarINSTRUMENT 

STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -1488870 (M) KLATITUDE 330 OS5 46'fl5 
V -5138343 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2530 50' 26V48 
z 3463576 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT 1226 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTEN ING = 298.255 
STATION'COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 330 QS' 4 5'.839 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2530 50' 2 9V0 7 5 
ELEVATION (MSL) 1272.7 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 1273.4 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Satellites Observation Station -Directory, July 1968. 
REMARKS Survey details are.lacking. Geoid heigh-t from AMS A-G 
geoid contour map, 1967. Original survey coordinates 
verified by letter from WSMR to Wallops Island. 
STATION NAME WTRPPS (Pillar Pt., Cal.) STATION NUMBER 4240
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2722188 (M) LATITUDE 370 29' 51'Y32 
Y -4273169 {M) I LONGITUDE(E) 2370 30? 04V114 
z 3861364 (M) 2,SPHEROID HEIGHT 3 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 291 51'.'8550 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2370 301 08'449 
ELEVATION (MSL) 60.369 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 30.39 METERS 
SOURCE AFWTR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, Jan. 1968. 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME WTRTR2 (Tranquillon, Cal.) STATION NUMBER 4241 
NETWORK USAF-Western Test Range 
INSTRUMENT FPS-16 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2671'136- (M) 5! LATITUDE 340 34' 58'.77 
Y -4'27l17 (M) , LONGITUDE(E) 2390 26' 19V61 
Z 3600225 (M) 4 SPHEROID HEIGHT 599 (M) 
- EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
I /FLATTENING =298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 340 ' 58.199403 4 
GEODETICLONGITUDE(E) 2390 26' 23'.'6180 
ELEVATION (MSL) 661.48 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 627.98 METERS 
SOURCE AW~TE Ceodeltic Coordinates Manual. Jan. 1968 
REMARKS Survey details are 
lacking. Geoid height from AMS A-G
 
geoid contyur map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME WTRTR2 (Tranquillon, Calif.) STATION NUMBER 4242
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2673181 (M) ' LATITUDE 340 34t 57'72 
v -4527011 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2390 26' 17.'97 
z 3600199(M) l l SPHEROID HEIGHT 
___ _g (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 6378155 METERS V I/FLATTENING = 298.255 






GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2390 26' 21"97 
ELEVATION (MSL) 661.45 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 627.95 METERS 
SOURCE AFWTR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, Jan. 1968. 
REMARKS eoid height from AMS A-C geoid contour.map, 1967.
 
STATION NAME _WTRPPO (Pillar Pt.. Calif ) STATION NUMBER 
NETWORK USAF-estern Test Range 
INSTRUMENT AN/FPQ-6 Radar 
STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES ' SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
x -2722250 (M) LATITUDE 370 29' 51V'83 
Y -4273107 (M) LONGITUDE(E) 2370 30' 00'66 
z 3861370 (M) SPHEROID'HEIGHT -8 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 370 29' 5223711 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2370 30' 479708 
ELEVATION (MSL) 50. 582 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 19.08 METERS 
SOURCE Geodetic Data Sheet sent from AFWTR to NASA, Wallops Island
 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967,
 
STATION NAME WTRVAN (Vandenberg AFB, Calif. )STATIONNUMBER 4280
 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X -2671861 (M) LATITUDE 340 39' 56'.89 
Y -4521192 (M) %- LONGITUDE(E) 2390 25' 06'Y42 
z 3607480 (M) } SPHEROID HEIGHT 61 (M) 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
2, lIFLATTENING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 340 39? 5 7"!1 3 10 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 2390 25 ' 1074317 
ELEVATION (MSL) 123.0 METERS 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 89.5 METERS 
SOURCE AFWTR Geodetic Coordinates Manual, January 1968 
REMARKS Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map,1967 
STATIONNAME EGLA21 (Eglin AFB, Florida) STATION NUMBER 4340 




STATION POSITION REFERRED TO A CENTER OF MASS SYSTEM 
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
X 307458 (M) - LATITUDE 300 25' 17'.'83 
Y -5496138 (M) . LONGITUDE(E) 2730 12' 6t'59 
z 3210760 (M) SPHEROID HEIGHT -26 (M} 
EARTH SEMI-MAJOR AXIS = 6378155 METERS 
1/FLATTEN ING = 298.255 
STATION COORDINATES ON LOCAL OR MAJOR GEODETIC DATUMS 
DATUM NAD 1927
 
GEODETIC LATITUDE 300 25' 17t'063 
GEODETIC LONGITUDE(E) 273Q 12' 07'V088 
ELEVATION (MSL) 28.42 METERS
 
SPHEROID HEIGHT 37.02 METERS 
SOURCE Goddard Directory of Tracking Station Locations, No. SSS M2-2
 
REMARKS 
Geoid height from AMS A-G geoid contour map, 1967.
 
